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editor’s comment

Progress made in recycling turned on its
head since the pandemic started

B

efore the start of the
outbreak, countries and
retailers were making some
progress on banning plastic bags,
shifting away from single-use
plastic, which ends up sitting in the
ocean, to paper or reusable
products. Some retail chains had
already banned the sale of plastic
bags.
But now those in charge have
rolled back those bans on plastic bags in fear that reusable
products will spread disease. Many retailers are banning
customers from bringing reusable bags. And municipalities
are scaling back recycling operations due to health
concerns.
The surge in single-use plastic is a major blow to the
fight against plastic pollution, which is projected to increase
by 40% in the next decade, according to a report from the
World Wildlife Fund.
The problem is especially apparent in the restaurant
industry and its increased reliance on food delivery services.
Many restaurants, even those that were curbing plastic
waste prior to the pandemic, are not limiting the amount of
plastic involved in takeout orders.
However, it is not just the restaurant industry. The food
industry in general has had to change plans, especially
those serving fresh food. On a recent trip to Cape Town a
visit to the business lounge revealed every serving, portion
or edible item was wrapped in some form or other in single
portions, whereas before it was mostly served in a buffet
environment. The majority was presented in rigid plastic
containers and plastic bags while the hot foods were served
in aluminium foil containers with a cardboard lid. Every

single piece of packaging was turfed in a general waste bin
once used. There was no attempt to offer recycling options
at all.
As our stay progressed this theme continued. I was
impressed with one of the large retailers who offered you
utensils made of wood rather than plastic to eat your
takeaway food, although they were wrapped in plastic. Of
course they were single use because nobody wants to reuse
a stained piece of wood, but at least they are biodegradable.
I am no expert on whether the virus is transferrable via
plastic or wood – there has been no mention of it as far as I
am aware although, metal is supposedly a culprit – but
surely there could be more proactivity to setup recycling
containers that could be designed so that a third party
would not have to handle your rubbish, whether it be in the
business lounge or in the general areas of the airport. The
government has banned all eating – your own and any
served by the airline – while in flight (imagine all the jobs
lost by this decision) so there will be more refreshments
consumed in the airport buildings.
The argument might be that they are aesthetically not
pleasing but we all have to be understanding and
considerate during these times. The majority of us will not
be aware whether food grade packaging is reusable or
recyclable, unless it says so on the packaging. In a home
situation we can control our recycling beliefs or not, but in a
public space at least give us the opportunity to contribute to
saving the planet. It should be mandatory and imagine the
business and employment opportunities that could arise
while we all feel morally good about ourselves.
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cover story

Thermally-efficient crucible technology:
Fundamentals, modelling and
applications for energy savings

Authors: Brian Pinto (Product Development Manager, North America) and Wenwu Shi (Senior Research Engineer), Foseco NAFTA
Abstract
Multivariate mathematical models were created to
simulate crucibles being used in aluminium foundry
applications with detailed materials characterisation data as
inputs. The aim was to investigate the effects of crucible
geometry and materials properties changes on the overall
energy efficiency of the furnace toward melting and holding
metal.
Effects of key thermal properties were also studied to
understand their influence on energy efficiency and thermal
stresses, another key factor in understanding crucible
behaviour. Problems
with evaluating these
changes practically in
foundries stems from
the inability to
separate out extrinsic
factors that also affect
furnace efficiency,
such as unique
configurations, furnace
condition and, in some
cases, poor operating
practices.
Since melting and
holding metal in
crucibles accounts for
a large portion of
energy demand in the
foundry industry,
recent advancements
in crucible
technologies resulting from these studies could significantly
impact cost-efficiency and carbon footprints across the
industry. In case studies of applications such as aluminium
melting and holding, considerable improvements in field
performance have been reported.
Introduction
The energy used for melting and holding metal accounts
for nearly 40% of the total energy costs in a typical foundry.
Metal casting industries are known for high energy
demands, low energy efficiency and high CO2 emissions. On
average, the energy consumed by a foundry shop far
exceeds that which it is predicted to use based on
theoretical calculations. This is due to inefficiencies
associated with the activities of metal melting and casting.
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Some are inherent to the process, while others are
dependent on the types of equipment used as well as
specific practices. There are opportunities to improve energy
efficiency of a foundry operation, significantly reducing
environmental impact while maintaining the sector’s
competitiveness in the process.
One of the most common methods used to melt metals is
with an electric-resistance or fuel-fired furnace. These
furnaces contain molten metal at high temperatures within
large refractory crucibles. To melt, energy from resistive
elements or fuel combustion generated inside the furnace
chamber against the
outer crucible wall is
directed to the metal
charge inside and
subsequently melts it at
high temperatures.
Literature studies reveal
that recommended
energy-saving measures
are to optimise the
furnace configuration
and/or improve its
melting rate with little or
no focus on crucibles.
If metal is molten, a
well-insulated furnace
expends only nominal
energy to keep it at a set
temperature,
compensating for heat
losses to the
environment. However, to get to this point requires a
tremendous amount of heat energy, not only to bring the
metal to its liquidus temperature and melt it, but also to
transmit that heat through a thick, high emissivity ceramic
material having high specific heat capacity, all the while
opposing the thermodynamic forces that favour carrying heat
away to the atmosphere. The crucible is a physical barrier
between the heat source and the molten metal, so it plays a
pivotal role in determining metal melting efficiency.
Thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity and
geometry are the main factors, fixed quantities that govern
heat transfer through a crucible. This appears to provide
convenient solutions for improving furnace energy efficiency.
However, if one considers the many aspects of crucible and
furnace use across the industry, the solution becomes more 

NO. 266
trials, or simple energy
complex. For melting, fast
MARCH 2019
comparisons, it has
heat conduction through a
proven very difficult to
crucible is very desirable,
justify changing to an
whereas for holding, slow
energy-efficient crucible.
heat conduction is best.
The authoritative magazine for foundry
engineers
Almost always the
When a crucible is used
benefits are obscured in
for both melting and
the presence of other
holding applications within
foundry practice-related
the same furnace the
variables that detract
challenge of creating a
from equipment
universally efficient
efficiency. Were the
crucible becomes more
foundry to eliminate or
apparent. To add to this
minimise these issues,
complexity, customer
when often it is
practices across the
something simple like
industry are so variable
replacing deteriorated
that even correlating a
insulation or keeping
furnace’s efficiency to its
the furnace lid closed
own crucible becomes
more the benefits of an
extremely difficult.
energy-saving crucible
For example, if a
would become more
furnace has poor
obvious.
insulation, then the
With theoretical
effect of changing to a
| CRUCIBLES
modelling it is possible to
high-thermal-efficiency
Thermally-efficient crucible technology
eliminate these variables
crucible will be
| METALLURGICAL AND POURING CONTRO
L
from the equation to
completely clouded by
SMARTT – defined hydrogen levels after
aluminium
estimate differences in
the gross inefficiency of
rotary degassing
energy
efficiency directly
the furnace itself. This
| FILTRATION
influenced by changes
has been observed in
Best practice filter application techniqu
es
made to crucible geometry
many field tests.
and composition, as well
Although laws of
as gain insight as to the
thermodynamics predict
limits to which these
improved performance,
features can be changed to
it does not play out this
support energy-saving initiatives. It is critically important not
way in practice, making it very difficult to demonstrate an
to neglect considering how changes to composition and/or
energy-saving crucible to a customer. Therefore, a better
geometry will affect the stress state of the crucible,
way to study and, to an extent, prove the effects of a
particularly as a function of temperature. Fortunately, with a
crucible on thermal efficiency is to completely normalise the
nominal amount of additional information, these conditions
environment. In practice this is not possible. However, using
can be simulated in a computer model as well. With the
theoretical modelling based on finite element analysis
ability to understand the characteristics and thermal
methods it can be done. This paper explores how heat flow
behaviour of crucibles to a degree that is relatively
behaviour and energy efficiency can be studied based solely
unexplored, new materials were developed that not only
on changes made to the crucible material properties and
showed high promise in the theoretical realm, but also
design in 2D and 3D computer models, keeping the rest of
showed definite improvements when applied to an actual
the system constant. In doing so, the benefits of advanced
crucible in a real foundry operation under close surveillance
crucible technologies start to become clear.
where actual data collected was able to validate the
computer models.
Experimental, results and discussion
Extrapolating this achievement across an entire
The research, results and discussion are documented in
foundry’s operation could have large implications with
Foseco’s well-known Foundry Practice magazine. References
respect to increased energy savings, minimising carbon
and graphs have been removed from this shortened version
footprint and reducing overall costs of operation. These
of the research paper because of space constraints. A full
concepts are constantly being considered by foundry owners
version of the paper is available at: https://www.vesuvius.
com/en/our-solutions/international/foundry/newsletter/
and managers. With the help of these and other evaluation
foseco/FoundryPractice.html?utm_medium=article&utm_
tools they can begin to understand that something as
source=castings-sa&utm_campaign=04-2021-crucibles-article
unassuming as a crucible can have a significant impact on
their bottom line.
Summary and conclusions
For more information contact Foseco on
Using traditional evaluation methods, uncontrolled field
TEL: 011 903 9500 or visit www.foseco.co.za
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industry news

New beginnings as

Steloy Foundries opens for business
New owners want to emphasise that there is no link with
liquidated company Steloy Castings.

I

t is well-known in industry that
Bronkhorstspruit, Mpumalanga
based foundry Steloy Castings
was liquidated just over four
years, reportedly owing between
R120 and R130 million, having
been in business for over 30
years. The aftermath of the
company’s closure left many
suppliers and employees angry
and many unanswered questions.
It has now emerged that the
liquidators have found a buyer for
what was left of the company and
the equipment and services
located at the two foundry sites
named Cobalt Street and
Tungsten Road in the Ekandustria
area of Bronkhorstspruit. The new
owners acquired the company in
November 2020 and immediately
set about getting the two
foundries operational.

being more strictly enforced and
regulated.”
“We were left in a position that
we needed to address this and
this option was offered to us. The
acquisition of the two foundries
would allow us to control the
supply of the castings that we
need and the excess capacity
could be offered to the open
market,” explained Moodley.
“However, we were not fully
aware of the challenges that faced
us though. The neglect, lack of
security and the resultant theft
and everything else over the years
that the sites were not operational
or occupied, had left them in huge
disrepair. Nonetheless, the
challenge did not deter us and one
of the first solutions we undertook
was to appoint Ferdi Engelbrecht,
who had been with the liquidated
company for nearly 20 years, as
our General Manager.”
Engelbrecht expresses his
frustration: “The theft of cables
was one of the major tasks we
had to overcome. But also the
pure vandalism was very
disappointing.”
“This did not deter us and four
months later we are already
running trial heats and
manufacturing test castings.
It has not been easy but nothing is
insurmountable,” continued
Engelbrecht.

New owners new name: Steloy
Foundries
“We want to emphasise that
we have purchased the remaining
assets of the previous company
and have established a new
company Steloy Foundries. We
have absolutely nothing to do with
the previous owners and
directors, although we have
employed a number of the
Initially Steloy Foundries have installed one 800kg furnace
employees,” said Shane Moodley
and two 250kg furnaces and on order are two one ton
furnaces and one 500kg furnace, all of these are highone of the new directors of Steloy
frequency induction furnaces
Foundries.
“Directives for the
procurement of valves and actuators require that the local
Stainless steel
content must make up 70% per unit of the manufactured
“We were always known for being one of the leading
product under the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework
stainless steel foundries in South Africa and it is our intention
Act (PPPFA). This is a requirement for all national
to be up there again.”
departments, constitutional institutions, municipalities and
“This facility will be producing static castings in stainless
entities, provincial departments and SOEs.”
steel and high alloy metals for the petrochemical, pump, valve
“My partners and I have been involved in the supply of
and actuator, pulp and paper, steel and cement industries.
valve and actuator product industry for some time and it has
Technical capabilities will enable the production of sand
become more and more difficult to meet these requirements
castings ranging from 0.5 to 2 000 kilograms, once we are up
timeously. The sector has been designated for local production
and running fully.”
and content and the stipulated minimum threshold is now
“Initially we have installed one 800kg furnace and two
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250kg furnaces and on order
spun cast tubes in stainless
are two one ton furnaces and
steel, high temperature steel
one 500kg furnace. This will
and high alloy steels
give us the five ton capacity but
specifically for the
the majority of our castings will
petrochemical sector.
be in the ‘smaller’ size
Fortunately all this equipment
category.”
had been moved to
“The current furnaces are
Bronkhorstspruit. Now it is
medium frequency induction
just a matter of assembling it
furnaces that we purchased
so the equipment can get to
from Xi’an Huali Electric Co Ltd
work.”
and they were installed by
“The core of the facility
ourselves although, we did get
consists of a fully equipped
a furnace manufacturer to do
spun cast tube manufacturing
final calibration and setting.”
plant and an in-house pull
“The new furnaces that will
boring and machining
be arriving soon are
facilities. From this plant, we
manufactured by Romotas
will able to produce
Electric Co Ltd and they are
centrifugally cast tubes that
high-frequency induction
can be supplied in as-cast,
furnaces. The supplier will send
partially machined and fully
a technician to commission
machined conditions.”
them once all the preparations
“We will be one of a very
Initially Steloy Foundries will be targeting 75 to 100 tons per
are done internally.”
few foundries in the world
month and this will be made up of stainless steel 60%,
“Maximum joint melting
capable of casting process
steel 30% and iron 10%
capacity will be 2 800kg gross
tubes in high-alloy steel.”
(butterfly melting on the two x
1 000kg new furnaces plus one x 800kg old furnace). All the
Patterns
furnaces are on separate power packs and the proven melting
“Again fortunately we have many of the clients’ patterns
time is 45 minutes on the new furnaces.”
that have not been damaged and are still in very good
“We have been operating a
condition. This is a positive start
phenolic resin system with our
for us because initially we will be
silica sand supplied from Silica
producing castings for an
Quartz. We also have a fully
associated company that is
automated cold box unit to be
involved in the supply of valves
re-commissioned to speed up
and actuators. Once we are
production volumes on repetition
confident that we are producing
work and large order requirements.
quality castings then we can open
The knockout and reclaim system
up our capacity.”
has been developed by Petrel
“These patterns are going to
locally.”
be moved to a more secure site
“We have over 200 recipes or
with the patternshop and we will
more technically correct written
also build our own machining
works instructions for the various
facility.”
metals so you could say we can
“Currently we are employing
cater for a wide variety of
21 staff of which 16 come with
requests.”
experience of being previously
“I must point out that besides
employed at the sites. In time
stainless steel we will also be
these numbers will also grow.”
casting cast iron, SG and other
“Our long-term vision is to be a
steels. Initially we will be targeting
world class foundry with
75 to 100 tons per month and this
automated processes and
will be made up of stainless steel
equipment such as a moulding
60%, steel 30% and iron 10%.”
carousel, a flood coating station, a
“In time will be getting the
closing station including
various accreditations required by
pneumatic riser removal, all
the industries.”
automated and remotely
“We were fortunate though that
controllable is what we intend to
the heat treatment plant has been
do. The draft plans for this have
left in a relatively good condition
already been discussed and
as was the CNC patternmaking
concepts approved. Our first part
“Our long-term vision is to be a world class foundry with
machine.”
of automated equipment is the
automated processes and equipment such as a moulding
knockout and reclaim unit already
carousel, a flood coating station, a closing station including
Spun cast tubes
being manufactured locally.”
pneumatic riser removal, all automated and remotely
“The liquidated company did
For further details contact
controllable is what we intend to do. The draft plans for this
have a third foundry in
Steloy Foundries on
have already been discussed and concepts approved. Our
Krugersdorp, Gauteng specialising
TEL: 013 110 2681 or visit
first part of automated equipment is the knockout and
in the production of static and
www.steloyfoundries.com
reclaim unit already being manufactured locally.”
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Endeco Omega Sinto

S

secures first West African export
order destined for Ghana

outh African fabricating and
almost all of the equipment,
foundry equipment
machinery and parts that support
manufacturer Endeco Omega
industry, especially in the
Sinto has announced that the
manufacturing sector. This has not
company has secured an order to
allowed the manufacturing base of
supply the majority of the equipment
our country to grow and expand,
for a new foundry that is being setup
and has, thus, rendered our
in Ghana.
economy incapable of creating the
“Last year Ghana’s President
thousands and thousands of jobs
Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo
that our young people yearn for,
turned a sod for the construction of
and then will raise their living
Ghana’s first modern foundry and
standards.”
machining center, which will produce
“Ghana is considered one of
agriculture processing machines
the more stable countries in West
Endeco Omega Sinto will manufacture and supply
and equipment, farming implements
Africa since its transition to multia full reclamation plant to Ghana
and spare parts for the maintenance
party democracy in 1992. Formerly
and repairs of this equipment,” said
known as the Gold Coast, Ghana
Roy Dias, Managing Director of Endeco Omega Sinto.
gained independence from Britain in 1957, becoming the first
“At the ceremony the President explained that, once
sub-Saharan nation to break free from colonial rule. Gold,
completed, the facilities at the center will provide technical
cocoa and more recently oil form the cornerstone of Ghana’s
support for policy initiatives of the Ghana government such as
economy and have helped fuel an economic boom,” explained
‘One District, One Factory’, which is already in place in many
Dias.
districts across the country, and is providing jobs for Ghanaian
“This is not our first international order but is our first
youth.”
major order into the rest of Africa above the SADC region
“More importantly he added that the foundry and
countries and certainly our first into West Africa. Last year we
machining center will put Ghana in a position to develop and
shipped over 90 tons of fabricated steel to a foundry that
grow the talents of skilled and innovative young Ghanaians,
manufactures a range of small to large castings that meets
who graduate from their schools, colleges and universities,”
the needs of companies in the mining, minerals, oil, gas,
Dias added.
power and industrial markets.”
“Delivering his remarks at the ceremony, the President
“The equipment manufactured locally was assembled at
explained that the establishment of the Foundry and Machine
the foundry site once it arrived and was incorporated into a
Tooling Centre is a key component of a much broader
very large project that the foundry was incorporating into its
strategic framework that is designed to ensure that Ghana’s
location. Endeco Omega Sinto’s contribution to the project,
socio-economic development is driven by Science, Technology
which was project managed by UK parent Omega Sinto
and Innovation (STI),” continued Dias.
Foundry Machinery UK, included the manufacture of two large
“Explaining the rationale for the establishment of the
compaction tables and the powered roller sections to move
center, President Akufo-Addo noted that the structure of
the moulding boxes. Omega Sinto Foundry Machinery UK and
economies bequeathed to countries in sub-Saharan Africa by
other subsidiary companies supplied the balance of the
colonialism was aimed at servicing its
equipment for the project.”
needs, promoting, essentially, raw
“For the Ghana project we will be
material producing and exporting
supplying a full reclamation plant, a
economies, which then imported
continuous mixer, the silos for the new
manufactured commodities from the
and reclaimed sand as well as a large
industries of the colonial power.”
roller tracking system that will be used
“President Akufo-Addo said that ever
to convey moulds and castings.”
since the celebrated British Governor of
“Pre-fabrication planning has
colonial Gold Coast, Sir Frederick Gordon
already begun and we should be able
Guggisberg, left the shores in 1928,
to ship the order later on this year.
Ghana’s economy, like that of many
Ghana is situated on the coast in the
countries on the continent, has generally
Gulf of Guinea so we do have shipping
remained structurally rigid, with Ghana
access via the Atlantic Ocean,”
depending largely on exports of primary
concluded Dias.
commodities such as gold, cocoa,
For further information contact Roy
bauxite and timber.”
Dias of Endeco Omega Sinto on
The President continued: “A major
TEL: 011 907 1785 or email
contributory factor to this situation has
roy@endeco-omega.co.za or visit
Endeco Omega Sinto will also manufacture
been the fact that our country imports
www.endeco-omega.co.za
and supply a continuous mixer
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Tribute to Garth Edward Robins –
Founder of G.E Patterns & Foundry cc

G

was such a need for patternmakers in the
arth was born in 1958 in Springs,
Gauteng. He was a typical naughty
industry, he could even further his studies
and qualified as a registered trainer.
little boy who had a lot of fun
building underground forts in his mom’s
Garth married Sandra Delport in 1981
and they had their first child, a baby girl
house. He had a tough upbringing as his
named Pamela in 1982. This was followed
parents divorced at a young age and he
did not excel in school as he struggled
by the birth of their son Christopher in 1984.
Garth put everything he could into making
with Afrikaans but did brilliantly at
Math’s. Unfortunately, he only passed
his little patternshop work by working long
standard six at school but this did not
hours and he then successfully expanded to
a new shop in Boundary Road, Benoni,
slow him down in life. He had many
challenges and trials and tribulations
Gauteng to keep up with the demand of the
patternmaking requirements at the time. G.E
growing up but once he started working,
Patterns & Foundry is now located at Sallies
he found his passion in life.
The late Garth Robins on the
Garth began his foundry career in
Village, Brakpan, Gauteng.
foundry floor of his company
Garth also initially acted as a middleman
1974 and he worked for a few different
G.E Patterns & Foundry
for selling castings and with much hard work,
patternshops, including those run by
blood, sweat and beers he took the bold move in opening up
Graham Wolmer and EC Edwards, as an apprentice before
his own foundry as his suppliers could not keep up with
qualifying. Garth also worked for Joshua Door and a pump
demand.
company and eventually decided to open up his own
Garth had to deal with some sad moments in his life from
patternshop at home. His love of woodworking played an
losing his daughter in a car accident, to the difficulty of
integral role in him becoming a patternmaker and as there
dealing with a mischievous son, one that reminded him of
how he had been when he was a youngster, but he conquered
all these challenges with a Hansa, Lion or Castle beer in his
hand, not to mention running and owning a patternshop and
foundry. Christopher later joined his dad in the business and
will forever cherish his dad as not only being a father but as a
mentor and friend as well. Christopher now runs G.E Patterns
& Foundry and will continue to do so going forward.
Garth was a very social person and will be sorely missed
by his wife Sandra, his son Christopher, daughter-in-law
Megan, brother Tony and all his friends and family. His
grandchildren were just getting to know him and Seth and
Leah will miss him dearly.
Garth was a generous, humorous person with integrity and
honesty. He helped many people through difficult times along
the way, too many to mention. What he missed out in family
he made up for in hard work and his own way of love.
He will be dearly missed and the loss has been difficult to
deal with, but his legacy will be lived on through his son
The late Garth Robins with his son Christopher and grandson Seth
Christopher and grandchildren.

Steel Best Manufacturing Services
emerges from liquidation
of Zealous assets

I

t has been announced that Steel Best Manufacturing
Services, a 100% owned subsidiary of the Steel Best
Group, has acquired all the assets of the recently
liquidated Steel Best Automotive Pty Ltd, a company that was
appointed in May 2016 to facilitate the rehabilitation of the
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Springs-based aluminium foundry operations of Zealous
Automotive and Zealous Pressure Castings, which at the time
was in business rescue.
“The Zealous companies had become financially
distressed and the Steel Best Group, headed up by Reuben 

Olifant, subsequently showed an interest to become
involved with the aluminium foundry group and in late
2016 installed a management team to implement a
business rescue plan that had been agreed upon with
stakeholders,” said a company spokesperson.
“Initially one of the main clients that the company had a
contract with – Volkswagen South Africa – was presented
with our turnaround plan and they accepted what we
proposed and, at the time, we began producing over 450
cam carriers a day for them. The cam carriers are for the
local EA 111 four-cylinder 1.4-litre Polo engine and each
weigh 2.4 kilograms.”
“Additionally, we were also contracted to produce
another component for Volkswagen South Africa, also for
the 1.4-litre Polo.”
“They showed confidence in us, as did one of the major
shareholders, the IDC. They had a 49% stake in the
business.”
“During the course of the business rescue plan there
were name changes that took place. Zealous Automotive
became Steel Best Automotive and Zealous Pressure
Castings became Steel Best Pressure Castings.”
However, in September 2020 Steel Best Automotive
Pty Ltd was liquidated due to historical debt prior to the
Steel Best Group’s involvement and all the assets, which
included six cold chamber die-casting machines (350 ton
to 1 000 ton), one Buhler Evolution 140D die-casting cell
(1 400 ton), a Striko Westhoven tower melt bulk furnace,
gas smelter, six holding furnaces, 15 CNC machines and

many other associated equipment including CMMs,
robots, measuring and X-ray equipment and a 3D
measuring machine, went on auction on the 29th January
2021.
One of the stipulations of the auction was that the offer
had to be ‘purchase as one lot’ and no individual machine
or equipment offers would be accepted.
It was no surprise then that Steel Best Manufacturing
Services emerged as the successful bidder. This company
name was chosen as a company with the name of Steel
Best Manufacturing that was based in Port Elizabeth and
was also owned by Olifant closed its doors in May 2019.
According to Olifant the closure stemmed from the financial
collapse of LN Manufacturing, the company from whom he
had purchased Steel Best Manufacturing and he had tried
to rescue. Furthermore, this closure formed part of the
Steel Best Group’s strategy to clean up its structures from
any negative legacy issues that emanated from its
acquisitions in the automotive sector.
No figure has been given as to what the Steel Best
Group paid for the liquidated assets. However, included in
the negotiations was that the new company - Steel Best
Manufacturing Services - would continue with the VWSA
contracts. These contracts have now been transferred to
the new company, which has no historical debt and a
strong balance sheet, as a result of achieving a successful
turnaround of the previously distressed companies. This
further resulted in onboarding new clients and retaining
key skills and jobs in the automotive industry.
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Unemployed Foundry Manager
“

T

turns artistic skill into a reality

he past year was
“I have always been
challenging and the
artistic but never pursued
worldwide COVID-19
that side of my character
pandemic not only impacted my
fully. Being unemployed for
life but millions of people around
months I started making
the world. My wife and I had to
chalk drawings and
close our business like thousands
grayscale paintings because
of others.”
I absolutely had to be
These are the words of Anton
creating something.”
Combrink who has had 27 years
“My break came when
of experience in the South African
the CEO and owner of Bok
foundry industry working in two
Radio, Wimpie van der
large industrial foundries for
Sandt, moved his radio
nearly half of those years before
station to a new premises
being employed at a functional
and also in the same space
art foundry for 12 years as
opened up a restaurant
foundry foreman and then
called Heroes. On his
production manager.
morning breakfast show he
“When it was decided to close
spoke about the six pillars
the aluminium foundry I was very
of rock music and would
upset. My team and I worked
use the pillars in the
hard bringing up the quality and
restaurant area to display
the cost down. The scrap rate was
six artists. Listening to him
up at 37% and we got that down
that morning I sent him
to below 7%. Production was also
some ideas. Wimpie asked
up by more than 300%. Then they
me to come see him and
decide to close the foundry and
the next day we had a
import all the product from India.
meeting. I took some
But anyway we move on.”
drawings with me.”
“Unemployed and unsure of
“The meeting was very
what 2021 would hold for the
positive and Wimpie asked
future I realised that I had to
me to design, sculpture and
Anton Combrink with Wimpie van der Sandt of Bok Radio about to
reinvent myself. After all I am
manufacture his sculptures
hoist Freddie Mercury into position at the Heroes Restaurant
multiskilled with a vast range of
to use in his restaurant.”
experience. I am a qualified
“The artists that he
foundry patternmaker, have done product design, product
chose are Freddie Mercury, Elvis Presley, Slash, Johnny Cash,
development, production management, aluminium dieBruce Springsteen and Paul McCartney. I stared with Freddie
making, aluminium gravity die-casting, investment casting
Mercury, Elvis Presley and then Slash. All of the sculptures are
(lost wax), centrifugal mould-making and
done from photographs we have of the
casting with zinc and pewter, as well as
artists.”
doing mould making, woodworking,
“I am using experience I gained
woodturning and metalworking.
through the years that I have been in the
Additionally, I have worked with the
foundry industry. I use water-based
fibreglass and silicone moulds and the
acrylic resin to make the sculptures. The
resin products used to cast the products.
faces are done in moulding clay and
Other skills I have developed are
thereafter I make a mould to cast the
designing, sculpting and painting. Each of
face in acrylic resin. I then use a kitchen
the above comes with its own skills and I
peeling knife to sculp all the detail on
can happily say I can apply myself in many
the face and hands. My wife and I then
fields.”
design and make the clothing.”
“Waiting for the right job to come
“The sculptures have really been well
along is not an option, there are
received and Wimpie and I will be
thousands of jobseekers and applicants.
discussing future sculptures of rugby
Therefore getting employed is very difficult
heroes and have them on display in the
especially if you are looking for
restaurant.”
employment in your industry.”
“I hope to grow and make many
“I needed to think out of the box and
other sculptures in future and could
be creative, using all my skills and
convert the acrylic resin-based figures
experience to make unique products that
into bronzes.”
will both satisfy me creatively and provide
For further details contact Anton on
Freddie Mercury in position at the
an income.”
email antondcombrink@gmail.com

Heroes Restaurant
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A wax model of the face and head of Elvis Presley

Slash (Saul Hudson - guitarist of Guns and Roses)
in position to be admired
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First phase of melting strategy

F

completed at Thomas Foundry

or melt shops using
“The riskinduction equipment
management
optimising melting
perspective and the
cost-per-ton starts with
shear frustration from
minimising kW and kVA
the staff had also
demand. However, to
reached its maximum
minimise exposure to the
tolerance. And, at the
high-power rates, these
end of the day, the good
melt shops should
quality of the castings
optimise operating and
that we pride ourselves
maintenance practices
on manufacturing was
and evaluate the
being called into
equipment and generator
question.”
systems in use, so they
too are being optimised.
Other restrictions
Environmental impact
“We had reached a
and use of energy and
stage where the
materials are relevant
smallest size furnace
topics in companies. To
that was in use had a
The melting platform where the new Inductotherm one ton induction furnace has
achieve energy savings
three ton capacity. This
been installed. The new furnace has been supplied and installed by Cerefco
and enhance
limited us in a number
environmental
of ways with the biggest
performance, managers can invest in technologies (technical
impact being when we were called to cast smaller size
measures) and/or implement management practices (low-cost
castings or a smaller amount of castings. For example, if we
and non-technical measures).
only had a total weight of one ton of metal to pour it was not
By examining a typical melt shop and its energy usage you
viable to heat up three tons of metal. So the castings had to
will find that melting represents the highest percentage of
wait until we got in other orders to cover the other two tons of
energy consumption in a foundry. Melting typically accounts
metal and this would stretch out our lead times. With longer
for over 50% of the overall foundry energy usage and this
lead times you are not going to score brownie points with
figure could go up to 80% depending on the foundry’s
clients who always want their castings today even though they
efficiencies. Therefore, the melt shop offers the best
only give you the order tomorrow.”
opportunity for energy demand and usage cost reduction.
“Having to maximise our furnace capacity also presented
For many foundries, the largest energy savings can be
its challenges when running trials for new clients or new
realised by replacing their current melting equipment with
components for existing clients. Again the lead times were a
equipment that is more productive and energy efficient. But
problem because again we had to fill the furnace capacity.”
whether or not you are ready to make that investment, you
“Then there was the time it took to get the metal up to
should investigate operational changes that may also produce
optimal melting temperature as well as the co-ordination and
significant cuts in your power use. Many of these can be
timing between the melting department and the moulding
made at little or no cost.
teams. If you encounter a problem with a mould you could
“Optimising your metal melting system to reach the lowest
have metal stewing in a furnace, which does not make the
possible kilowatts (kW) and kVA of demand as part of your
melting guys happy, notably if it is close to the end of a shift.
overall energy management programme is critical to
So yes our management of metal pouring was not ideal
competitiveness in an industry where energy costs are a
especially if you consider that one of our old five ton furnaces
constant concern. The importance of melt shop power supply
could take five hours for the charging and pouring processes.”
utilisation, efficiency and performance, and how it impacts
power demand should be examined carefully. It directly
New Inductotherm furnaces
influences the connected kW or kVA of demand for a given
“In order to maximise your achievable production for
production rate. By increasing your melt shop power utilisation
demand, it is important that your melt system has the ability
rate you will increase and maximise the volume of metal
to pull full power throughout the entire melt cycle. We all
poured per kW and kVA of demand. There are various ways
know that all of us in South Africa – companies and
that you can review these factors within your own foundry to
individuals – are severely hampered with a number of
find additional opportunities for conserving melt shop energy
challenging situations, nothing more so than with the lack of
demand and usage,” said Thomas Foundry CEO Clayton
dependable electricity supply. If you get stuck with the power
Anderson.
going off halfway through a melt it can be costly.”
“It was not hard for us to make decisions. We needed to
“We had to take into account all these challenges when
replace our 30-year-old plus furnaces that had served us well
deciding on our mix of furnaces with an emphasis on reducing
over the years but had reached a stage where they were no
electricity consumption metal melting and holding times,
longer economically viable. Added to the equation was
improving our casting quality, environmental compliance and
sourcing OEM spares to keep them operating is a real
productivity and reducing maintenance costs.”
difficulty,” said Anderson.
“Although, efficiency, higher power utilisation and lower 
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costs of operation have been our primary concern another big
consideration for us to include was to enhance our flexibility
when it came to pouring and the amount of metal used. We
did not want to exasperate or duplicate the situation that we
have had for the last 30 years.”
“Last year we ordered four furnace systems from
Inductotherm and they arrived in September 2020. These
included two six ton furnaces that will eventually replace our
two five ton furnaces, a ton furnace and a 500kg furnace.
Although they have essentially been purchased to replace
ageing equipment, once all installed, they will give us an extra
2.5 ton capacity.”
“The first to be installed, which is now fully functional, is
the one ton system. A new platform has been constructed
alongside an existing platform that houses a 3.5 ton
Inductotherm furnace. Civils are currently in progress so we
can install the 500kg furnace and once operational it will give
us real flexibility in the smaller size casting market.”
Six ton furnaces
“The two new Inductotherm furnaces will only be installed
later this year once we have all our operational plans in place.
Installing these melting systems is a major project and we
have gained a lot of experience installing the smaller systems
first, which we can carry over to the bigger systems.”
“What we are looking forward to with the bigger furnaces
is again the huge reduction in charge time – from five hours
down to one hour – and the new platforms that will house
them will afford us crane access that we have never had.”
“In the short-term we are going to have excess capacity –

The new Inductotherm one ton induction furnace body has been
fitted with an extraction hood to comply with environmental
regulations

we will not decommission the existing furnaces until the new
ones are fully functional.”
“When we look at what we can achieve with this new
equipment in the near future we realise that our melt shop
performance and power utilisation was dismal. Although, we
have spent a sizable amount on capital equipment the
savings we are going to make will afford us the opportunity to
spend in other areas of the foundry.”
For further details contact Thomas Foundry on
TEL: 011 873 3200 or visit www.thomasfoundry.co.za

Naamsa announces name change

N

aamsa has confirmed that it will no longer use the
National Association of Automobile Manufacturers of
South Africa in its naming conventions because the
Association now represents a wider community of
stakeholders across the automotive value chain.
Naamsa is the industry representative that actively and
responsibly represents, promotes, advances and protect the
interests of local manufacturers and assemblers of
passenger, light and heavy commercial vehicles, as well as
major importers and distributors of new vehicles in South
Africa. Naamsa currently represents 48 companies.
“Traditionally, we were established to primarily represent
the interests of local vehicle manufacturers. Our mandate has
since evolved to include not only Manufacturing OEMs, but
also retailing OEMs and heavy commercial OEMs in South
Africa,” said Mikel Mabasa, Naamsa CEO.
“We proudly have an extended mandate and our mission
is to actively and responsibly promote, represent, advance
and protect all our members’ collective and non-competitive
interests across the automotive value chain. Naamsa plays an
indispensable transformative role, and through all our
members, we contribute to the sustainable development of
the country’s productive economy, we add value to the
automotive industry stakeholders and create prosperity for the
people of South Africa.”
“Our strategic evolution is very important to our work and
to the growth and development of our sector. We are
convinced that the automotive industry is going to change
faster in the next ten years than it has in the last hundred
years. Since the beginning of this year, we’ve invited other
like-minded companies who have interest in the automotive

industry to join Naamsa as Associate Members so that they
can directly influence the transformative direction we have set
for ourselves. It is this reason that Naamsa in future will be
referred to as Naamsa | the Automotive Business Council and
not the National Association of Automobile Manufacturers of
South Africa.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

About the South African automobile industry
The automotive industry contributes 6.4% to GDP (4.0%
manufacturing and 2.4% retail)
Total automotive revenue in South Africa amounted to
R500 billion in 2019
In 2019, the export of vehicles and automotive
components reached a record amount of R201.7 billion,
equating to 15.5% of South Africa’s total exports
The industry accounts for 27.6% of the country’s
manufacturing output
Vehicles and components are exported to 151
international markets
We are the country’s 5th largest exporting sector out of all
104 sectors
The manufacturing segment of the industry presently
employs more than 110 000 people across its various
tiers of activity, from component manufacturing to vehicle
assembly
Combined with the industry’s strong multiplier effect, the
industry is responsible for approximately 457 000 jobs
across the South African economy’s formal sector

These figures and details are taken from the Naamsa
website.
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SEIFSA takes a stand –

“

S

long overdue says Gerhard Papenfus

ince the introduction of import duties to protect AMSA
in 2015, NEASA (National Employers’ Association of
South Africa) has been campaigning tirelessly in an
attempt to have these duties lifted,” Gerhard Papenfus, Chief
Executive of the (NEASA).
“SEIFSA have now joined the chorus of almost the entire
steel downstream in calling for the lifting of the duties - six
years too late.”
“This bold announcement (measured against SEIFSA’s
standards) came after 98.5% of participants in a SEIFSA
survey indicated that they are experiencing steel shortages.”
“Just a word of caution to SEIFSA: Do not blindly publish
AMSA’s promises. According to SEIFSA, AMSA has committed
to the normalisation of production supply, for flat steel
products, by the end of March 2021. This, however, seems
unlikely since AMSA’s customers are still on allocation even
for orders placed for June 2021, which indicates that the
shortages will be with us way into the second half of 2021, if
not beyond that.”
Papenfus also went onto highlight recent article: Forget
about thriving export industries while protecting plodding
companies, written by well-known editor-at-large and
columnist Peter Bruce that was published in Business Day.
Bruce has written a number of articles recently about the
steel industry and duties being imposed by the government at
large.
“The more I learn about what central planning does to
industrial policy the less hope I have for it. I know my views
are not important, and that, as the CEO of the Steel and
Engineering Industries Federation of Southern Africa (SEIFSA)
put it the other day, I am ‘a campaigning man who writes with
presumed authority on a wide range of topics.’”
“Quite. The head of Seifsa is a former journalist who, as a
newspaper editor, would on occasion publish his own poetry
on his pages. It is odd reconciling him then with SEIFSA now,
but both his chair and the chief economist formerly worked for
ArcelorMittal SA (AMSA, formerly the steel part of Iscor), our
only primary steelmaker and the beneficiary of constant
protection by government, so he would not share my distaste
for trade restrictions.”
“Like many industries trade, industry and competition
minister Ebrahim Patel is now putting at the very centre of his
efforts to reverse the deindustrialisation of the country, early
action in steel has been to reinforce the wall of import duties
and scrap regulations to protect the big companies in the
industry. It annoys some companies and cheers up others. But
the rush to protect large underperforming companies is a
dominant theme.”
“We need a primary steel producer in the country,” many
steel merchants say in defence of AMSA, though that
enthusiasm fades as you move away from Gauteng. Raw steel
is a commodity and the world is, most of the time, awash with
it. The US, UK, France and Russia are all net importers of raw
steel.
“And where the state is, you’re sure to find failure. SAA is
no outlier. In aluminium, a sector recently given protection by
stiff import duties, market leader Hulamin is controlled by the
Industrial Development Corporation (IDC). Hulamin’s share
price has fallen more than 90% since the IDC became a
shareholder in 2009.”
“AMSA is owned by Lakshmi Mittal, the world’s biggest
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steelmaker. In 2020, he mothballed its modern flat products
integrated plant in Saldanha Bay, citing high costs. Saldanha
sold almost exclusively into export markets, a rare SA success
but also possibly the reason it had to go - it inconveniently
sold into US, European and African markets served by other
Mittal operations.”
“So we have closed our most modern steel plant to keep
open, with rolling import duties, the obsolete integrated plant
at Vanderbijlpark. AMSA shut the plant’s blast furnaces down
when COVID-19 struck in 2020, creating a severe local steel
shortage in the country but making AMSA a rare profit.
Safeguard duties to protect it were renewed last August. In
February, a chimney stack at the plant collapsed onto a
building, killing three staff.”
“Mittal could easily close down steelmaking (not rolling) at
Vanderbijlpark and supply AMSA with raw from any of his
global operations. But he must like the protection he’s getting
because it keeps his largest international competition out.
Saldanha’s sole domestic customer was Duferco, just 5km
away, a $150 million Swiss/IDC joint venture producing
coated and galvanised sheet for export.”
“MD Ludovico Sanges says Duferco is on short time
despite strong demand and he’s begging for rebates on the
18% duties he has to pay for imported hot rolled coil he needs
to keep going. “We need tariff relief now to be able to import
the raw product that AMSA cannot supply reliably and
competitively,” he said recently.”
“This sheeting is exactly the “beneficiation” ANC
policymakers have been droning on about for years but
Sanges gets no answer from Itac, the theoretically
independent trade commission that sets duties and ultimately
reports to Patel.”
“It’s a similar story in poultry, also a beneficiary of import
protection despite local producers being unable to supply
local demand. The local industry raves about Patel and he in
turn rather enjoys the love. At a meeting in December 2020,
the SA Poultry Association (Sapa) told him how excellent his
master plan was, and how they had poured millions into
modernising their operations because of it.”
“Transformation was high on the agenda,” trilled a Sapa
representative, “and 13 new farmers established their own
contract farms with assistance for inputs like feed and chicks
from the producers. 2021 will be the year of delivery.”
Unthinkable levels
“Even in chicken, the state is to be found. Recently news
has emerged that the CEO of Daybreak Farms, the country’s
fourth biggest producer, has been suspended for talking to his
shareholders in the Public Investment Corporation (PIC) rather
than through the board. It is worth noting that the
Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF) pumped almost R500m
into Daybreak in 2017. Then the PIC subsumed that
investment and invested more. Daybreak is thought to have
swallowed about R1.5bn of taxpayers’ money and still needs
protection from imports.”
“Once you start protecting industries and companies, they
relax. What protection does produce is paperwork, so
bureaucrats love it. Introducing higher levels of local content
in the entirely foreign-owned local auto industry creates
previously unthinkable new levels of compliance and cost.”

“Imports are competition and many tens of thousands

more people are employed downstream as “users” than at
the industrial summits, or “producers” now being given
protection. They will grow lazy and they will raise prices
because, well, they can. Local consumers will lose and almost
none of the protected industries is viable without protection if
they are unable to export, which most cannot at competitive
prices. Many will need tariff barriers or, like the auto industry,
huge subsidies, forever.”

“But you cannot import-duty or subsidise your way to
growth and new industrial jobs. You grow this economy either
through consumer booms or by exporting. We are what we
are. You create new jobs by first creating new employers.
Neither is happening and if I am campaigning, it is simply for
efficient markets, which protection is designed to disrupt.
Failure is almost guaranteed. There is a better way. We are
not Korea.”

Localisation is essential to transform
South Africa’s automotive sector
The South African automotive industry needs to create 485
new businesses in Tier 2 automotive products by 2035.
Localisation, the process whereby
an increased percentage of the parts
and costs of a motor vehicle are either
assembled or manufactured in South
Africa rather than imported, represents
a significant opportunity to transform
the automotive sector, while facilitating
the entry of BEE participants in its
supply chain.
This was the topic of discussion at
a recent automotive sector webinar
held by FirstRand Group companies
RMB, FNB and WesBank.
Simon Woodward, Automotive
Sector Head at RMB said, “The need
for localisation is an essential
ingredient in transforming the domestic
automotive sector.”
The South African Automotive
Master Plan (SAAM) 2021 – 2035 could see the automotive
industry growing from 600 000 to 1.4 million vehicles a year in
production.
“It is therefore a massive opportunity to support blackowned automotive suppliers in building their businesses in the
industry, and then potentially partnering with leading global
suppliers. It will help drive transformation and create jobs.”
Encouragingly, the car manufacturers, also known as
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), have committed to
funding a Transformation Fund, which will help in part to
facilitate the entry of BEE participants in the supply chain.
Khantse Radebe, General Manager for corporate clients at
WesBank said, “South Africa currently contributes 0.7% of the
global automotive manufacturing industry value. We would like
to see this number trending upwards.”
Andrew Kirby, keynote speaker at the event, and President
and CEO at Toyota South Africa Motors (Pty) Limited said,
“There’s no silver bullet to these aspirations, but there are
massive opportunities for growth in future.”
The automotive industry is currently a significant contributor
to South African GDP (6.8%), with 110 000 people employed
across vehicle and component manufacturers. It also has an
estimated indirect impact on 1.5 million people.
South Africa has also made great strides in the automotive
industry’s collaboration with the government. The progressive
automotive policies in the country are testament to the strength

of pro-government/industry collaboration.
However, the automotive industry
also faces tough challenges in the form
of accelerating localisation and
developing a future-proof supply chain.
“Without localisation, we’re going to
struggle to remain competitive,” said
Kirby.
Part of SAAM’s proposed solution to
growing the automotive industry is to
increase local content in South African
assembled vehicles from around 37%
(2015) to 60% by 2035.
“To meet this objective, the South
African automotive industry needs to
create 485 new businesses in Tier 2
automotive products by 2035. Of that
50% needs to locally owned and black
owned.” said Woodward. Tier 2
businesses typically supply parts that end up in cars despite
not selling them directly to vehicle manufacturers.
In order to remain competitive however, South African
automotive businesses need to recognise that the nature of
vehicles is changing dramatically.
CASE refers to new areas of ‘Connected’, ‘Autonomous’,
‘Shared’ and ‘Electric’ cars. Technological advances in these
areas are greatly changing the concept of the automobile.
“If we do not work tirelessly to get into this evolution of
electric vehicles quicker, this production is under threat,” said
Kirby.
The technology needed for CASE transcends hardware and
software and the ambition for SA should be to manufacture
and localise these high technology cars.
There are other challenges.
Often car manufacturers’ desire to localise is constrained or
complicated by corporate sourcing policies meaning subcomponents become difficult to “break out” and localise.
There is also a lack of enabling infrastructure for Tier 2
automotive companies, ranging from a broad lack of access to
capital, markets, technology and skill.
“A deepening of localisation cannot be realised without a
collective, intentional and determined drive from all parties including the financial sector which has an important role to
play in providing an enabling environment,” Woodward
concluded.
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United Heavy Industries

T

to develop metallurgical laboratory

he new integrated steel
opportunity to complete their
plant will include multiple
internship at the United Heavy
primary melting units,
Industries facility or at other UHI
secondary refining units for the
partner facilities.
niched steel segment, continuous
Yogita Juneja, Head of
casting machines and hi-tech
Human Resources at United
rolling mills.
Heavy Industries, said the
In an effort to take the study
metallurgical laboratory will
of properties of metal beyond
serve as an incubation point for
theory, diversified South Africanstudents from neighbouring
based industrial corporation
universities to improve their
United Heavy Industries is to set
technical skills.
up a metallurgical laboratory at
“We will offer internships at
its plant in Mandeni in northern
the United Heavy Industries
KwaZulu-Natal.
facility which will prepare
Most metallurgical
students for employment with
The company is in the process of setting up an electric arc
laboratories are located near
practical experience, making
furnace production plant in Mandeni
mines and this places students of
them valuable assets for future
metallurgy in cities at a great
employers.”
disadvantage. They cannot see and engage in the practical
“We look forward to this initiative to positively contribute
work of mining, concentrating and smelting and must make
to the growth of the South African economy,” she said.
do with theory.
Since 2003, United Heavy Industries has been
The metallurgical laboratory at United Heavy Industries
strategically aligned with MECON India Limited, a parastatal
will allow for mechanical and chemical working tests to be
that specialises in engineering and turnkey projects for the
made on ores and furnace materials.
Government of India as well as several Industrial corporations
Samit Chakraborty, Head of Technical at United Heavy
in India and globally.
Industries, said: “There is need for a metallurgical laboratory
Chakraborty said the continuous alliance with Mecon not
close to the large industrial and commercial areas of Durban
only helped to prepare various teams of engineers within
and Richards Bay to benefit students as well as the metals
United Heavy Industries for delivery on key infrastructure
processing industry that seeks testing services.”
projects and manufacturing units in South Africa and Sub“The metallurgical laboratory at United Heavy Industries
Saharan Africa but will also be a platform for ongoing
will have the latest state-of-the-art technology and
knowledge transfer and skills development in South Africa.
equipment, including an induction furnace, vacuum degasser,
The company is in process of setting up an electric arc
refining furnace, various casting facilities, 3D metal printer
furnace production plant in Mandeni.
and hybrid cast printer.”
The new integrated steel plant will include multiple
He said the laboratory facility will be made available to
primary melting units, secondary refining units for the niched
university students specialising in the pyro-metallurgy and
steel segment, continuous casting machines and hi-tech
metallurgical sciences for research purposes and special
rolling mills.
projects.
Products will be sold to countries in Africa, Europe,
Top students from universities will be accorded the
South East Asia and India.

The new integrated steel plant will include multiple primary melting
units, secondary refining units for the niched steel segment,
continuous casting machines and hi-tech rolling mills
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Different sizes and types of vacuum induction melting
and casting furnaces will be installed to manufacture
various product types

African Buffalo makes a mark

on South African Mint’s Big Five range

T

he South African (SA) Mint, a wholly-owned subsidiary of
the South African Reserve Bank, has released two
new coin ranges for this year, including the
highly-anticipated Big Five African Buffalo coin.
Introduced in 2019, the Elephant, Lion,
Rhinoceros and the Leopard have already
been issued as part of the Big Five coin
series. However, with the addition of the
Buffalo, coin collectors keenly waiting to
complete their Big Five range now have the
opportunity to do so.
The range, which is issued twice yearly,
six months apart, sees each of the Big Five
issued in an uncirculated-quality coin struck
from 999.9 fine silver and a proof-quality
version of the same (only available in a double
capsule), as well as a 1 oz gold coin, a 1 oz platinum
coin and two combination sets.
SA Mint MD Honey Mamabolo says the Big Five coins
embody the SA Mint’s hallmarks of high quality and master

craftmanship and serve as a showcase of the country’s
“magnificent” natural wildlife.
Of the two combination sets, one houses the 1 oz
silver proof-quality Buffalo coin, with a 1 oz fine
silver proof Krugerrand which bears a special
Buffalo mint mark paying homage to the
wildlife series.
The second set features a single 1 oz
gold Buffalo coin and a 1 oz gold proof mint
marked Krugerrand.
The reverse of the coin features two
halves of the face of the Buffalo and when
two coins are placed next to each other, a
complete close-up image of the face is seen.
When multiple coins are placed next to each
other, a herd of buffalos is formed.
The obverse features a design of the Buffalo,
accompanied by the words “South Africa” and “Big 5 2021”
below the image, and the national coat-of-arms signifying its
legal tender status.

Churchill’s plaque

goes missing in Durban

T

he plaque outside the Durban Post Office,
commemorating the speech given by the former British
prime minister Winston Churchill when he was a war
correspondent in Durban, KwaZulu-Natal has gone missing.
Owner of
Durban
Walking
Tours Alison
Chadwick
said she was
in central
Durban
recently and
noticed the
plaque had
gone.
“I was in
town on
personal
business,
but I like to
check on
buildings because of my tours and I noticed that the plaque
was missing. Due to lockdown, I had not been past that way
for a long time. It was shocking to see,” said Chadwick.
The Independent on Saturday went to the post office to
check on the commemoration plaque, situated behind a
spiked fence and bushes. The metal top half of the plaque
was missing, but the inscription slab below is still in place.
There was rubbish around the plaque, as well as blankets
indicating someone may be sleeping there.
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President of the South African National Society (SANS),
Robert King, said: “This was a part of Durban history and is
very sad for Durban and South Africa.”
He added that thefts such as this, to be sold as scrap
metal, had
an impact
on
memorials
across the
city. He
said in one
theft,
valuable
stained
glass
windows
had been
taken from
a church
for their
lead
content
“which only makes up a minuscule portion of that window”.
SANS promotes South African culture and heritage.
The commemoration plaque depicted the former British
prime minister's speech on the steps of the Durban Town Hall
(which later became the Durban Post Office) in 1899 after the
25-year-old war correspondent’s infamous escape from the
Boers in the second Anglo-Boer War.
eThekwini Municipality did not respond to a request for
comment on the missing plaque.

CSIR launches new centre

S

to support 21st century industries
in South Africa

outh Africa’s photonics industry is set to benefit from
the state-of-the-art Photonics Prototyping Facility (PPF)
that was unveiled at the Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research (CSIR) on Friday, 5 March 2021.
The facility will enhance the development of photonicsbased products, specifically the prototype-development phase,
to test the market for acceptance of the planned product in
the country. It offers class 1 000 clean rooms, technical and
optical equipment, ranging from electronic, mechanical and
diagnostic equipment, for a variety of wavelengths.
The PPF, which is funded by the Department of Science
and Innovation (DSI), aims to fast-track the product
development of photonics technologies and devices, in line
with market needs to stimulate the growth and
competitiveness of the South African photonics industry. It
further aims to address the current lack of commercialised
photonics products in South Africa by providing world-class
specialised photonics facilities, technical support and scarce
skills, such as optics and photonics, as well as networks
needed to facilitate the development of prototypes.
Photonics applications are pervasive in all branches of
21st-century science and engineering and everyday life. These
include fibre optic information and communication networks
and systems; cameras; sensors and imaging systems;
illumination systems and displays; applications in the energy
sector, such as photovoltaic materials and systems; and
applications in manufacturing where photonics plays an
increasingly important part as a tool that supports advanced
manufacturing technology, such as 3D printing.
One of the projects focuses on optical coherence
tomography for the 3D extraction of fingerprints. The novelty
of this fingerprint acquisition device is that it is capable of
extracting both the internal (sub-dermal) and external
(surface) fingerprint, thus removing the possibility of fooling
the detection system. It also offers a non-contact approach,
which has applications that can be used in banks, mortuaries
and forensic service facilities. The prototype has been
developed and the team has received positive feedback from
the trials.
Speaking at the launch event, the Director-General of the
DSI, Dr Phil Mjwara, said the establishment of the Photonics
Prototyping Facility, is without doubt a significant milestone
for the CSIR, industry and the national system of innovation
as a whole.
Dr Mjwara added that the setting up of the facility is part
of the broader efforts by the DSI to support industrial and
economic development that is driven by research,
development and innovation.
“These initiatives are also key components of our
contribution to national development imperatives as set out in
the White Paper on Science, Technology and Innovation and
the South African Economic Reconstruction and Recovery
Plan. Most importantly, they are a fulfilment of our obligation
as government to develop interventions in support of the
creation and utilisation of knowledge and innovation for
industrial and economic development.”
The Chief Executive Officer of the CSIR, Dr Thulani
Dlamini, said the facility has a huge role to play in developing

and supporting new and existing enterprises in the field of
photonics, in order to improve their competitiveness.
Photonics applications are pervasive in all branches of
21st-century science and engineering and everyday life,
including fibre optic information and communication networks
and systems, cameras, sensors and imaging systems,
illumination systems and displays, applications in the energy
sector such as photovoltaic materials and systems, and
applications in manufacturing where photonics plays an
increasing important part as a tool that support advanced
manufacturing technology such as 3D printing.
“This initiative is an important platform for the accelerated
development of innovative products and technologies in
photonics. This PPF will help to develop South Africa’s
expertise in the area of photonics product innovation and
development, thus stimulating the growth of the country’s
photonics industry by forming small, medium and micro-sized
enterprises (SMMEs) and sustainable jobs.”
Dr Dlamini further called on South African scientists,
researchers, engineers, industries, SMMEs, as well as
entrepreneurs and investors to make use of this facility to
develop photonic-related products.
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Scientific & Precision Solutions

thriving as it nears one-year anniversary
A one-stop supplier of instruments, equipment and consumables for
all your metals, minerals and material testing requirements as
well as a solutions provider for your laboratory.

I

n little more than two
engineering and
months, the 15th May
industrial
will mark the one-year
laboratories.
anniversary of the
formation of Scientific &
Metals, minerals and
Precision Solutions (Pty)
material testing
Ltd (SPS). The
With an emphasis
establishment of SPS
on all types of testing
was as a result of the
and analysing the
IMP Automation Group
company is the sole
being sold and the IMP
agent for industryScientific and Precision
leading brands in
division and associated
fields such as
services companies did
hardness testing,
not form part of the
optical emission,
acquisition. This resulted
elemental and
in the rebranding from
handheld analysis,
IMP to SPS as well as
tensile testing,
the company name
grinding for
change.
spectrographic
IMP Scientific and
sample preparation of
Precision had been
iron and steel
providing solutions for
samples, vibration
the analytical, biological,
and environmental
industrial,
testing equipment as
metallographic,
well as thermal
pharmaceutical, mining
analysis and physical
The Bruker Q4 Tasman Series 2 spark optical emission spectrometer (s-OES)
and construction
properties
for metals analysis has recently been launched
industries since 1987. The
measurement.
products that the company
markets includes analytical equipment, electron optics,
Bruker Q4 Tasman Series 2 spark optical emission
electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, sample
spectrometer
preparation, surface and dimensional analysis, material
The Bruker Q4 Tasman Series 2 spark optical emission
testing equipment, pharmaceutical equipment, NDT testing,
spectrometer (s-OES) for metals analysis has recently been
biomedical research and material testing, industrial and
launched. New features include enhanced analytical
metallographic laboratory equipment, coal analytical
performance - new element sets, and extended ranges
equipment, general and biological laboratory equipment,
increase the analytical value; SmartSpark for enhanced speed
vibration and environmental testing equipment amongst
and stability; enhanced flexibility - MultiVision the innovative
others.
dual optics concept fulfils individual analytical needs with
SPS has subsequently continued to provide the same
reduced cost of ownership and enhanced usability: Next
range of equipment as before and continued to service and
generation software combines high-functionality with ease-ofwarrant all products previously provided by IMP, with the
use.
same service, sales and support teams operating from their
A wide range of metal applications is covered, including
head office in Boksburg, Gauteng and supporting the whole of
iron and steel, aluminium, copper and further non-ferrous
South Africa as well as its agency agreements within Africa.
metals for the metals processing and the foundry industry.
SPS supplies instruments, equipment and consumables
for use in biological, industrial laboratories, analytical
ASH Omni integrated digital microscope and inspection
laboratories, pharmaceutical, construction, civil, paving,
system
roads, coal and other mining operations and general
The integrated digital microscope and inspection system 
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operates without a PC and with
an intuitive interface. It also
includes a tailored app to
increase the speed and efficiency
of your inspection, Z
measurement and a latency-free,
high-resolution camera that
makes live inspection easy.
The ASH Omni apps and
features include 2D
measurement, annotation and
graticules intuitive on the screen,
a full 2D patented measurement
application. Simply draw
measurements, shapes and add
annotations onto a live or static
image and save directly to
internal memory or external
storage options.
The comparator side by side
allows you to visually compare
your live sample image to a
stored master image in the form
of a split screen. Additionally, you
can add notes through
annotation and save the
comparison image for
documentation and traceability.
Image stitching is where you
stitch multiple images together,
increasing your field of view at
high-magnification. All
documentation and annotation
are stored for traceability.
Comparator overlay is the app
that allows the user to create an
image overlay of a master image
to identify defects by overlaying
and flashing the live sample
image against the stored master
image.

The Bruker S1 Titan handheld is a tool to be able to correctly
sort any type of metal and to verify grade or composition after
processing. The S1 Titan covers a wide range of applications
and materials. Whether it’s in aerospace or automotive
applications, metals processing or fabrication, electronics
manufacturing, in a refining, recycling and scrap sorting,
consumer products testing, or field or lab analysis, the analyser
will quickly and accurately identify the elemental composition
or alloys of samples or parts to be tested. The S1 Titan is
capable of analysing industrial metals, exotic aerospace alloys,
e-scrap, drill core, soil, consumer goods, and more

The Metkon Spectral-AG 102 automatic grinding
machine is ideal for spectrographic sample preparation
of iron and steel samples
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MTS Criterion range of tensile
testing equipment
The MTS Criterion range of
tensile testing equipment offers
a comprehensive family of load
frames, which performs
accurate, repeatable monotonic
testing on everything from thinfilm plastics to high-strength
structural steel. These highstiffness frames are designed
for years of high-speed, lowvibration performance across a
broad range of force
capacities.
The Series 40 electro–
mechanical test systems
comprise a comprehensive line
of compact, affordable
electromechanical test systems
for low to medium-force
monotonic testing requirements.
Reliable and easy to use, the
series 40 systems employ highquality MTS electromechanical
drives and integrated, digital
closed-loop controls to test in
load and position control at
force capacities ranging from 1N
to 300kN.
The Series 60 static servo
hydraulic test systems perform
reliable tension and
compression tests of highstrength specimens in a wide
range of shapes and sizes.
Series 60 systems employ
proven MTS servo-controlled
hydraulic actuation and highresolution, digital closed loop
controls to test in load,


Akasel’s programme of consumables for metallographic
preparation includes cut-off wheels, diamond grinding
discs, agglomerate-free and permanently stable
diamond suspensions, lubricants and a magnetic
adapter for magnetic preparation systems

displacement or strain control at force capacities ranging from
300kN to 2 000kN.
Metkon Spectral-AG 102 automatic grinding machine for
spectrographic sample preparation of iron and steel samples
The Metkon Spectral-AG 102 is fully-automatic grinding
machine that has a touch-screen user interface with intuitive
workflow. Integrated safety features to ensure the well-being
of the operator and air and/or water cooling is used to ensure
that the surface temperature of the sample is kept at an
optimum.

The Emco-Test DuraVision G5 hardness
tester combines a standard load range
with a large selection of test methods for
the widest variety of applications. The
Brinell, Vickers, and Rockwell test methods
can be measured in compliance with EN
ISO and ASTM standards, and carbon
testing is also possible. Knoop and plastic
tests can also be conducted with the lower
standard load range models

The machine has an automatic diamond dresser for
keeping the grinding stone plane and sharp for fast and
consistent results. The fully customisable grinding parameters
such as removal amount, number of passes, feed speed of
the sample can all be adjusted according to the sample
requirements.
For more information contact SPS – Scientific & Precision
Solutions (formerly IMP Scientific & Precision) on
TEL: 011 916 5000 or email info@spsrsa.co.za or
visit website www.spsrsa.co.za

The ASH Omni is an integrated digital
microscope and inspection system that operates
without a PC and with an intuitive interface

The MTS Criterion range of tensile
testing equipment offers a
comprehensive family of load frames,
which performs accurate, repeatable
monotonic testing on everything from
thin-film plastics to high-strength
structural steel

MRA seeks clarity on

T

scrap metal changes

hrough an independent international trade advisory
company Xikhovha Advisory (XA) the Metal Recycling
Association (MRA) is trying to seek clarity on the
implementation of the export tax on scrap metal.
A email post by Donald Mackay of XA on the MRA website
the correspondence gives an update as follows:
Update on the implementation of the Export Tax on
scrap metal
After thorough research of all relevant documentation
pertaining to the implementation of the Tax, no information
could be found regarding the implementation strategy of
SARS. We then contacted the relevant people at SARS.
According to the Enterprise Programme Management
office at SARS and specifically the Scrap Metal project

Manager, SARS are on track with preparations for the
introduction of the Tax on Scrap Metal on 1 August 2021.
We posed some critical questions to them, to which they
responded as follows:
• There will be no extra requirements for registration,
if the exporter is currently registered as an exporter
with SARS
• There will be no new Customs Procedure Code (CPC)
introduced
• According to SARS, a Standard Procedure document will
be issued well ahead of the implementation date of
1 August 2021
Hopefully there will be more clarity on this contentious
issue soon.
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international news

O.M.LER srl offers innovative
decoring solutions

D

uring the last few years
together with the
O.M.LER’s
expertise of O.M.LER’s
management, technical
technical and sales
and sales staff, felt it was
teams, O.M.LER markets
essential to offer something
and sells their pneumatic
new to their clients.
decoring hammers,
So, then, during the past
models RVC70 and
year of COVID-19 lockdown,
AF1470, to many
O.M.LER personnel have
companies in Europe and
worked hard and diligently to
in the Americas, as well
The AF1470 pneumatic decoring hammer
launch into new markets, and
as in the East. The abovewith this develop new and innovative decoring solutions.
mentioned hammer models are available in three different
The fruits of these efforts are now borne by the design of
versions, and are designed according to the type of casting
the new rotating decoring machine DCB18, and, as predicted
that needs to be decored.
in the 2020 press release, O.M.LER is ready and proud to
O.M.LER’s decoring benches are designed and
launch it onto the world markets.
manufactured at their Italian Headquarters, in accordance
The innovative and state-of-the-art DCB18 decoring
with the customer’s individual requirements. The decoring
machine allows for the removal of sand cores from more than
benches are designed with the pneumatic decoring hammers
one casting simultaneously, and it can process castings with a
fastened in a fixed horizontal or vertical position, depending
total weight of ~70kg each, including the sand. Its design has
on the casting type from which the sand core has to be
a unique and particular feature, that is it is able to rotate up
removed. The hammers’ position is defined during the design
to 360° in both rotating directions, without interfering or
phase, with O.M.LER technical and sales staff continuously
breaking the decoring hammers’ beating action. The machine
interacting and communicating with the client and with the
has been specifically designed for all of O.M.LER’s pneumatic
design office, to determine the best decoring solution for the
decoring hammer models to fit and be fastened to the DCB18
customer.
decoring machine structure.
For more information about O.M.LER’s products and
To warrant and guarantee that the machine complies with
decoring solutions, contact O.M.LER’s South African agent,
environmental safety regulations, the equipment is mounted
Globen Engineering Services & Supplies. O.M.LER works with
into a certified soundproof cabin according to the European
and co-operates closely with Globen Engineering to service
Regulations, EN 1090-1:2009+A1:2011 and UNI EN ISO
the South African market.
11690-1.
O.M.LER srl will post important updates about its
The Italian company O.M.LER srl is renowned worldwide
new foundry equipment, so watch this space!
for decoring solutions for the foundry industry, in particular for
For further details contact Globen Engineering
gravity, low-pressure and lost wax foundries.
Services & Supplies on TEL: 082 450 8232 or visit
In partnership with overseas distributors and agents, and
https://www.globensa.com/

Decoring machine DCB18 – internal view
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Decoring machine DCB18 – external view

Zimbabwe says Tsingshan of China
plans iron ore mine, steel plant
to begin from May

A

fluorite and limestone
production plant will also
soon be set up, Information
Minister Monica Mutsvangwa said.
Tsingshan Holdings Group Co.,
the world’s top producer of nickel
and stainless steel, will start
construction on an iron ore mine
and a carbon steel plant in
Zimbabwe in May, according to a
senior government official.
A fluorite and limestone
production plant will also soon be
set up, Information Minister
Monica Mutsvangwa said in an
emailed statement following a cabinet meeting.
Afrochine, the local unit of Tsingshan, initially signed a
$1 billion agreement in June 2018 to build the plant with
capacity for two million tons of steel annually. It currently
produces ferrochrome after building furnaces in 2020 and
plans to construct additional furnaces in May.
The southern African nation is seeking mining ventures

to help boost revenue from the
sector to $12 billion by 2023.
The rise in prices of
commodities such as gold,
platinum and copper produced
in the country has helped
bolster its finances.
The government previously
said Tsingshan would also build
a power station and had been
given a lithium concession.
China has over the past few
years emerged as a major
foreign investor in Zimbabwe,
with its firms mostly involved in
mining of gold, chrome and diamonds and building power
stations.
Zimbabwe has set out an ambitious drive to increase
revenue from mining to $12 billion by 2023 by increasing
output of gold, platinum and diamonds, among other
minerals. Last year, minerals earned the country $2.4 billion
in exports.
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Ford and ExOne seek to patent
high-speed 3DP for aluminium
Binder-jet aluminium 3D printing process shows
comparable properties to die-casting.

T

he automaker and additive
manufacturing specialist have
co-developed a binder-jet and
sintering process for aluminium 6061,
pointing the way to high-speed
production of light-weight, complex parts
with densities greater than 99%.
Ford Motor Co. and The ExOne Co.
are seeking to patent a 3D printing
process for automotive aluminium alloy
6061 they co-developed, involving a
binder-jet process and sintering which
they claim, “delivers properties
comparable to die-casting.”
Aluminium 6061 contains magnesium and silicon
elements, and it feature good mechanical properties and good
weldability. It is commonly extruded, forged and sometimes
die-cast. Ford and ExOne contend their process for binder-jet
printing and sintering aluminium 6061 results in parts with
densities greater than 99%.
“This is a breakthrough in making 3D printed and sintered
parts for the auto industry,” stated Harold Sears, Ford
technical leader for additive manufacturing. “While the 3D
printing process is very different than stamping body panels,
we understand the behaviour of aluminium better today, as
well as its value in light-weighting vehicles. High-speed
aluminium 3D printing paves the way for other opportunities
that we’re just now starting to take a look at because of the
ability to do complex parts with aluminium that previously
weren’t possible. It’s really opening doors for other
opportunities.”
Binder-jet additive manufacturing, also known as powder
bed, 3D printing, involves a printer head selectively depositing
a liquid binder onto a layer of powdered materials according to
a pattern defined from a CAD file of the finished part. Each

completed layer is bonded to a
successive layer, according to
the design.
Ford has used ExOne binderjet printers for more than a
decade, to produce sand moulds
and cores for casting metal
parts.
When binder-jetting powdered
metal, the formed part is later
sintered with a combination of
heat and atmospheric pressure
to densify the part structure.
Some aluminium alloys can be
3D oriented using laser-based selective metal sintering,
though the developers claim that but process is much slower
than their own.
“The new process is expected to increase Ford’s efficiency
by allowing the company to affordably produce complex parts
uniquely designed for additive manufacturing, which enables
size and weight reductions, part consolidation, and
performance improvements,” according to their
announcement.
Ford and ExOne initiated their joint development project in
2019. Ford led the final material and repeatability testing to
verify its accuracy. A cross-functional team from both partners
is working on designs that may use the new material and
process.
“Developing a fast, affordable, and easy way to 3D print
aluminium with traditional material properties is a critical step
toward light-weighting more products and delivering a more
sustainable future,” stated John Hartner, ExOne CEO. “Our
world-class engineers and scientists are focused on solving
the toughest problems with 3D printing technology, and this
achievement is a real win for all of us.”

International Aluminium Institute releases

global aluminium industry 2050 climate pathways
Aluminium industry aims to reduce emissions by 80% by 2050.

T

he International Aluminium Institute (IAI) has today
published the most comprehensive greenhouse gas
emissions reductions pathways available to the
aluminium sector over the next three decades. The pathways
are based on the IAI’s unrivalled data and leading analysis of
the global aluminium industry.
The new report, Aluminium Sector Greenhouse Gas
Pathways to 2050, sets out three credible and realistic
approaches to emissions reductions for the aluminium
industry, in line with the International Energy Agency’s Beyond
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2 Degree Scenario.
While the industry works to reduce its emissions by about
80%, demand for aluminium products is also predicted to
grow. Over the coming decades, global demand for primary
aluminium will increase by up to 40% and recycled aluminium
from post-consumer scrap will more than triple through to
2050, as economies grow, urbanise, and build up their
infrastructure.
Simultaneously reducing emissions while meeting
increasing demand will require huge investment in production 

technologies, along with
commitment from all along
the value chain.
“Emissions reduction is
a challenge for every sector.
It is, however, a challenge
that the aluminium sector is
poised to address. Over the
last two years, a
Greenhouse Gas Pathways
Working Group made up of
IAI member companies and
regional associations has
been working to articulate
credible ways to achieve
Recycled aluminium ingots
global climate goals. This
collaboration is what has
resulted in the industry’s most comprehensive pathways,
which we have published today,” said Miles Prosser, the IAI’s
Secretary General.
The pathways are:
1. Electricity decarbonisation - More than 60% of the
aluminium sector’s 1.1 billion tons of CO2 emissions
(2018) are from the production of electricity consumed
during the smelting process. Decarbonised power
generation and the deployment of carbon capture
utilisation and storage (CCUS) offer the most significant
opportunity to reduce emissions to near zero by 2050.
2. Direct emissions - Emissions from fuel combustion make
up 15% of the industry's emissions. Here, electrification,

fuel switching to green
hydrogen and CCUS offer the
most credible pathways.
Process emissions make up a
further 15% and require new
technologies, such as inert
anodes. These emissions and
those in transport and raw
materials will need to be
reduced by 50-60% from a
Business as Usual (BAU)
baseline scenario by 2050.
3. Recycling and resource
efficiency - Increasing
Aluminium casting
collection rates to near 100%
as well as other resource
efficiency progress by 2050 would reduce the need for
primary aluminium by 20% compared to BAU, which in turn
will cut the sector's emissions by an additional 300 million
tonnes of CO2e per year - a figure second in magnitude
only to the first pathway, electricity decarbonisation.
Aluminium is vital to our society. Our homes, workplaces,
vehicles, digital devices, packaging, buildings that provide
shelter and security – to name just a few examples – rely
heavily on aluminium. Aluminium is also integral to global
emissions reduction efforts, with solar panels, wind turbines
and electric vehicles all depending on it.
For further details visit https://www.world-aluminium.org/
news-opinions/
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IDRA secures first order

for an 8 000 ton die-casting cell

T

he machine with the unbelievable clamping force of 8
000 ton is to be delivered for the manufacture of large
structural parts. The die-cast parts will be chassis parts
for larger vehicles such as pick-ups, small trucks and SUVs.
Tesla has placed an
order for the world’s
first 8 000 ton casting
machine, which is
expected to be key to
produce the Cybertruck
pick-up truck.
In January, Tesla
CEO Elon Musk said
that the automaker was
looking to secure an
order for a new world’s
biggest casting
machine.
He said during the
conference call for
Tesla’s Q4 2020 financial results:
“We’ll soon order the equipment necessary to make the
Cybertruck work. We’re actually going to be using even bigger
machines for the rear body of Cybertruck because you’ve got.
Obviously, it’s a bigger vehicle and you’ve got a long truck bed
that’s going to do a lot of loads. So we’ll be using an
8 000 ton casting press for the rear body casting, as

opposed to 6 000 tons for Model Y. So 6 000 tons was the
biggest casting machine in the world.”
Riccardo Ferrario, Idra General Manager, announced: “Idra
makes a world’s first for technological innovation and we are
very proud to announce
that 16 on March 2021
we have been able to
secure the first order
for an 8 000 ton diecasting machine.”
“This is a milestone
for the industry and
thanks for the trust of
the customers and for
the performance of our
engineers,” said a
clearly proud Riccardo
Ferrario.
“Development work
has gone into this
product for several years - now the start has been made for a
new way of thinking in die casting.”
Idra didn’t confirm that Tesla is behind the order and,
instead, only mentioned a “leading global manufacturer for
new energy vehicles.” But Tesla is clearly behind the order
since Idra is already a supplier for the automaker, and Musk
mentioned the new die casting machine just a month ago.

Voxeljet shipped 131 000 3D printed
parts in 2020, that’s 750 tons!

S

resin-based binders. Voxeljet’s 3D
and (and plastic) binder
Parts On-Demand service can
jetting 3D printer vendor
deliver anything from polymer
voxeljet also operates as a
major service provider. In 2020, its
models, plastic patterns or moulds
service activities have delivered an
and cores for metal casting or
finished castings, right through to
impressive 131 000 3D printed
effective outsourced industrial
parts, which if stacked would
production of small and mediummeasure 604 metres in height
(based on the average build
sized components and sand mould
platform of all 3D printers operated
series.
The German company’s 3D
in the company’s European Service
production specialists for additive
Centre).
manufacturing have built
That’s not all. The total
experience over two decades and
machine runtime to produce these
The VX4000 is the largest 3D printing system for sand
parts was 32 000 hours, which is 1
in Germany alone, the company
moulds in the world. With a contiguous footprint of
offers on-demand service with
333 days or 3.7 years of printing.
4m x 2m x 1m, it is unique in terms of build volume
production capacities of over
In total, the weight of the materials
4 700 000 litres per year. In
consumed reached 750 metric
addition, voxeljet now runs service centres in the USA and
tons. These are not “standard” 3D printing material
China.
consumption rates but this is what sand binder jetting can
achieve today.
Developed for 3D sand, plastic and ceramic printing,
voxeljet Universal Binder Jetting (UBJ) is a powerful 3D
About two-thirds of the parts produced were printed in
printing technology for producing high-precision sand,
sand with furan resin-based (FDB) binders. The rest is divided
PMMA and ceramic prints.
between plastics (mainly PMMA) and sand using phenolic
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Wohlers Report 2021 finds 7.5%

W

growth in additive manufacturing
industry despite pandemic

ohlers Associates, Inc. has announced the publication
of Wohlers Report 2021. This marks the 26th year of
publishing the industry-leading annual report on
additive manufacturing (AM) and 3D printing.
The study provides trends, perspectives, and forecasts as
a tool for decision making, education, and knowledge
acceleration. The report gives readers new to AM a
comprehensive understanding of the
technology and industry. Veterans of the
technology benefit from up-to-date
information on growth, recent trends and
important developments worldwide.
The 375-page report discusses the
impact of COVID-19 on the AM industry.
Even with the pandemic, Wohlers
Associates found industry expansion of
7.5% to nearly $12.8 billion in 2020.
Growth was down considerably, compared
to average growth of 27.4% over the
previous 10 years.
Most established manufacturers of
AM systems saw a decline in equipment
sales, but many less-established
companies grew in 2020. An increase in
business by AM service providers supported industrywide
growth. Charts show 7.1% growth from independent service
providers worldwide, resulting in nearly $5.3 billion of revenue
from this group.
Among the new and expanded features in Wohlers Report
2021:
• 3D printing of food, medicine, and electronics
• Pricing of metals and polymers and the hidden costs

•
•
•
•

of AM
Methods of AM part inspection
Pandemic’s impact on the AM industry
Compilation of expert reports from 34 countries
Tables of AM systems, software tools, service providers
and third-party materials

The report includes commentary on 74
early-stage investments and 35
acquisitions and public offerings. AM
startups and established companies have
received substantial funding in the recent
past. One example is Desktop Metal,
which received $575 million as part of a
merger with a special acquisitions
company. After going public in December
2020, Desktop Metal’s market
capitalisation exceeded $7.5 billion in
February 2021.
Wohlers Report 2021 was created
with the support of 124 service providers,
113 manufacturers of AM machines and
24 producers of third-party materials.
Eighty-eight co-authors and contributors
from 34 countries provided expert views and perspectives.
This valuable input, coupled with the experience and data
from Wohlers Associates, resulted in the most detailed and
comprehensive body of work on AM available.
Wohlers Report 2021 includes 54 charts and graphs, 104
tables and 397 images and illustrations. It also includes 80
pages of supplemental online content available exclusively to
the buyers of the report.

Viking Analytics and pour-tech AB

V

sign contract to provide AI operators
to iron foundries

iking Analytics, a Swedish
startup in advanced
analytics solutions for
predictive operations, and pourtech AB, a specialist in
automatic pouring systems,
announced a partnership to
offer AI operators to iron
foundries.
Viking Analytics notes that
its solution, named EASYpour,
uses data analytics and
machine learning algorithms
developed to automatically
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adjust the pouring process. This
improves product quality,
enables faster production, and
reduces costs.
EASYpour is one of the first
smart-pouring solutions available
in the market and more
advantageous than traditional
methods that require constant
intervention from an experienced
operator. According to Pour-tech
AB GM Niklas Stigendal, the
target was to have an end-to-end
automated solution.


April 2021

“The production environment in a foundry is increasingly
changing, demanding several adjustments to maintain the
quality of the product, sometimes in a matter of minutes. We
wanted to remove this complexity for our clients, so the
operators could focus on other tasks.”
“Viking Analytics was selected to develop the data-driven
predictive model that runs in the solution. Based on the
expert industry knowledge from Pour-tech AB, Viking Analytics
employed its data analytics and AI capabilities to develop
machine learning algorithms. This means that, once the
algorithm is
deployed, it will
evaluate
information from
each pour and
adjust the
parameters for the
next one.”
“In practice, it
means that the
system is always
improving itself, by
learning from past
actions in a
feedback loop that
maintains long-term
quality,” says Viking
Analytics
co-founder and
product manager
Arash Toyser.
He adds that
this improvement
“happens in a
fraction of the time
that it would take
for an operator to
make the same
decisions”.
By making
these adjustments,
EASYpour
eliminates
overpours and
scrap, resulting in
significant
reductions in
re-melt costs. It
also provides
stability in product
quality and higher
productivity.
“At the foundry
where we first
implemented the
solution, gains of
€0.10 a pour have
been registered,”
added Stigendal.
Currently, two
foundries in
Denmark and
Germany are
already successfully
using EASYpour.
To Viking
Analytics

co-founder and CEO Stefan Lagerkvist, the partnership
highlights the potential for the adoption of AI in the metals
industry.
He adds that automation is already well established in
foundries, but in order to survive the increasing competition,
companies must take on the digital transformation road, from
collecting and analysing data to taking action to improve
productivity based on it.
“We are pleased to enable pour-tech to bring
digitalisation to their customers,” he concludes.
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Heinz Nelissen

announces his retirement
On 30 June 2021, Heinz Nelissen will retire after 31 years of
successful service to the Foseco and Vesuvius group of companies.

H

einz Nelissen was instrumental in the development and
expansion of Foseco and Vesuvius, first as product
manager for non-ferrous products, then for Foseco as
sales manager of the foundry non-ferrous business unit. After
two years of business development in Eastern Europe and the
founding of Foseco Poland, he returned to Borken, Germany
where he took over the ferrous division as business unit
manager from 2002. In 2003 he was appointed Managing
Director of Foseco GmbH in Germany. As Director Europe
North for the foundry division, Heinz Nelissen was then mainly
responsible for the management of the foundry division from
2005. He was instrumental in the successful development
and production of the riser and filter range and was
responsible for the integration of the coating business.
In agreement with the Vesuvius Group, Heinz Nelissen
resigned from his position as Managing Director of Vesuvius
GmbH at the beginning of this year, a position he held for 18
years. He will continue to work for the company as Area
Director Northern Europe until 30 June 2021, after which he
looks forward to retiring.
“In my 31 years in the foundry industry, I have met many
great people, faced many challenges and implemented many
ideas together with colleagues and customers. Important
management tasks, such as the development of the European
non-ferrous organisation and the high investments in the
further automation of the Borken site, were successfully
implemented. From a marketing perspective, it was a highlight

for me to be appointed President of GIFA 2019. This was a
recognition of the many years of efforts by Foseco and the
Foseco employees to innovate, and at the same time an
honour for me personally.”
His successor as managing director of Vesuvius GmbH for
the foundry division is Rafael Carbonell. Rafael Carbonell
holds a master’s degree in Mathematics and Theoretical
Physics from Cambridge University and an MBA from London
Business School. After graduating, he spent 10 years in
various management positions in the aluminium industry. For
more than two years, he has been responsible for the
strategic growth of the European foundry business at the
Vesuvius Group as European Vice President EMEA Foundry.
He will continue to perform this task in addition to his duties
as Managing Director.
Close contact and partnership with customers remain
Foseco's most important concern. For this reason, Hannes
Erger, Business Unit Manager for the iron and steel foundry
business, has been appointed to the management team in
Borken. Hannes Erger will remain the contact person for all
matters concerning customers and sales and will support the
management in sales decisions. He will also represent the
iron and steel foundries business unit in public relations and
association work.
There will be no changes in the non-ferrous division.
Jens Ohm will remain responsible for this sector in his
role as Sales Manager Northern Europe.

Foundry-Skills launches free video

T

wiki for prospective foundrymen

rainees, students, onboarding
newcomers and career changers,
casting buyers, design engineers and
lecturers in foundry technology will find a
modern access to expert knowledge in
addition to literature.
Foundry-Skills is a new, free video wiki
with thousands of foundry-specific short
videos spread across more than 45
categories. From sand casting to investment
casting, from hand moulding to quality
assurance, from aluminium to zinc. Here
trainees, students, onboarding newcomers
and career changers, casting buyers, design
engineers and lecturers in foundry technology will find a
modern access to expert knowledge in addition to literature.
In a virtual tour through the real foundry world, you can
literally look over the foundryman's shoulder as he works, see
how real work processes actually run in detail, experience
casting processes in direct comparison, as well as different
casting materials in different applications.
Especially newcomers and career changers can build up
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knowledge with their own eyes in a very short
time. This enables them to communicate with
technical experts on eye level already in the
beginning of their onboarding process and
makes them capable of taking sound
decisions in their new positions. The
discrepancy between theory and practice is
also often perceived as being overchallenging
by graduates in foundry technology. This can
considerably be reduced for the first time by
the self-study offered by Foundry-Skills.
The Video-Wiki presents unmatched
opportunities to build up process
understanding at one’s own pace, either
alone or in dialogue with experienced colleagues. Where
internships or excursions are perhaps too expensive or not
feasible, Foundry-Skills offers a real alternative for the
contemporary, modern presentation of practical knowledge
from the world of foundry technology.
Visit Foundry-Skills today and immerse yourself in this new
form of learning. It is simply fascinating!
Source: www.Foundry-Skills.com

Larger die-casting machines revolutionise
body-in-white production

B

ühler is
and has always
expanding its
been the solution
portfolio with
for large die-cast
the launch of Carat
parts. In 2020, we
560 and Carat 610,
saw a huge increase
and the recently
in the demand for
announced Carat
ever larger
840 to meet the
machines, up to
trends for larger
machines double
and more complex
the size as before.
parts.
Therefore, we are
“Structural
very proud that we
components have
were able to
clearly gained in
announce the Carat
importance in the
840,” says Martin
automotive industry
Lagler, Global
over the last years,
Director Product
with a trend towards
Management &
even larger parts.
Marketing for Bühler
This presents a
Die-Casting.
The new Carat 560 and Carat 610 with locking forces of up to 61 000 kilonewton (kN)
clear opportunity for
“Imagine a dieare the latest addition to Bühler’s portfolio
the die-casting
casting machine as a
industry,” says Cornel
big as a house, at six
Mendler, Managing Director Diemeters high and standing on
Casting.
a floorspace of over 60
Larger and more complex parts
square meters. It is not only
produced in the die-casting
the dimensions that are
process are a current trend. The
impressive, but also the
automotive market is seeing the
performance.”
discussion of new body-in-whiteThe Carat 610 is able to
concepts, with a tendency to ever
cast over 100 kg of liquid
larger parts produced in
aluminium into a die within
aluminium die casting. This offers
milliseconds, thereby holding
the possibility to functionally
the die tight by applying a
integrate various other parts,
force of 61 000 kN to it. This
producing them in one shot,
is comparable to having a
instead of in various production
thousand elephants sitting
steps. This, in turn, reduces
on the die,” explains Martin
complexity and increases
Lagler.
productivity in the automotive
manufacturing process for the
Carat die-casting solution
body-in-white.
The application of the
“We are seeing an entire front
Carat die-casting platform
or entire back of a car produced in
has always been for parts
one shot, coming out of a diewith complex geometries
casting machine every two
such as structural ones.
minutes. With this we see huge
Today, these parts are
potential for an even more
getting bigger and there are
efficient production process for
also additional applications.
the automotive industry and a
These include battery
fascinating opportunity for diehousings for the batteries in
casting,” said Mendler.
electric vehicles and new
body-in-white-concepts.
The force of 1 000 elephants
“With the rise of
The new Carat 560 and Carat
e-mobility, automotive
610 with locking forces of up to
production is being rethought
61 000 kilonewton (kN) are the
in many ways, for example
A complex aluminium die-cast component
latest addition to Bühler’s
even down to how the basic
portfolio. In November 2020, Bühler
structure of the car is being
announced the Carat 840 with a locking force of 84 000 kN.
produced. This opens new opportunities for the die-casting
“The Carat platform has been on the market since 2007
industry,” says Mendler.
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Malaysia sets ferrous
scrap tariff at 15 per cent

Nation’s steelmakers had been urging an export ban or restriction.

T

he Malaysian government reportedly has finalised its
system to impose a 15 per cent duty on ferrous scrap
exports, enacting a policy favoured by that nation’s steel
industry.
A March 19 online news report by S&P Global Platts says a
Malaysian government gazette entry on that day points to the
March 25 enactment of the 15 per cent duty on outbound
shipments for scrap with the Harmonised System (HS) codes of
7204.10.0000, 7204.29.0000, 7204.30.0000,
7204.41.0000 and 7204.49.0000.
The Selangor, Malaysia-based South East Asia Iron and
Steel Institute (SEAISI) has been expressing concern since at
least October 2020 about additional steel capacity being
added in the nation. The association fears downward finished
steel price pressure accompanied by a scramble for raw
materials.
“It will take about 20 years for demand to catch up with
this planned capacity level,” SEAISI wrote in October about
blast furnace/basic oxygen furnace (BOF) capacity being added
in the nation.
The new BOF projects also will create additional
competition for ferrous scrap supplies needed by Malaysia’s
existing electric arc furnace (EAF) steelmakers.

With those projects likely to continue, the government has
instead opted to disincentivise Malaysian traders from sending
ferrous scrap overseas. According to S&P in 2020, Malaysia
exported 454 798mt of ferrous scrap, up 14% from the
previous year, according to the country’s statistics department.
In comparison, 2013 to 2015 saw an average consistent
yearly exported volume of only 50 000mt. Exports begun to
surge in 2016, after the country lifted a previous export tax
of 10%.
The majority of 2020’s exports were bound for India, at
173 053mt, Indonesia (99 696mt), and Singapore (69 203mt).
Amid the fanfare, local steelmaker sources said they were
also still concerned about the Wenan steel project in Bintulu,
Sarawak, which would see an estimated 10 million metric tons
new annual capacity injected into the local market, potentially
leading to greater competition for scrap demand, and pressure
on steel prices.
Based on previous estimations by steel associations in
Malaysia, and with scrap consumption of 20%, the added
demand from the Wenan steel project could see further
demand of up to two million metric tons of scrap metal, which
against Malaysia’s total domestic scrap supply in 2018,
amounted to 67.6%.
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Elkem’s long term goal is to

achieve carbon-neutral metal production
Currently, Elkem is conducting a feasibility study for the
establishment of carbon capture at the Norwegian smelters.

E

lkem, one of the world's
leading suppliers of
silicon-based advanced
materials, has a broad and
comprehensive approach to
the work of reducing
emissions and contributing
to a sustainable future.
Recently, the company was
rated among the world’s
leading on climate
transparency and action by
CDP.
As a part of this work
towards carbon-neutral
materials production, Elkem
is currently conducting a
feasibility study for the
establishment of carbon
capture and storage (CCS). The purpose of the study is to
assess the technical and economic feasibility of installing
carbon capture at its Norwegian plants in Bjølvefossen,
Bremanger, Rana, Salten and Thamshavn. The project has
received financial support from Gassnova, the Norwegian
state enterprise to further develop technologies, through the
CLIMIT programme. The findings from the study will be
transferred to Elkem’s plants outside Norway, including
Elkem’s ferrosilicon plant on Iceland.
In connection with the study, Elkem has signed

agreements with Aker
Carbon Capture and Saipem.
Together with these
partners, Elkem will evaluate
and study the different
technological designs and
solutions of a capture
facility, facilities for
liquefaction and upload of
CO2 to transport ships from
the Northern Lights project.
“Elkem is among the
global leaders in the
environmentally responsible
manufacture of advanced
materials. For us, it is
important to continuously
investigate all opportunities
for further reducing our
emissions. We have already come a long way with our
biocarbon strategy, having achieved 20 per cent reduction
of direct fossil CO2 emissions from our Norwegian smelters
using biocarbon. By combining our biocarbon strategy with
carbon capture, high energy efficiency at the facilities and
other environmental efforts, we have the opportunity to take
significant steps forward,” says Trond Sæterstad, climate
director at Elkem.
The carbon capture study will be completed in the
second quarter 2021.

Plansee Group becomes majority

A

shareholder in Ceratizit Group

ustria’s Plansee Group has
reported that as of March 1, 2021,
it holds the majority interest in the
carbide tool production company
Ceratizit SA, headquartered in Mamer,
Luxembourg. Formed in 2002 as the
result of a merger between Plansee Tizit
and Cerametal, Plansee Group’s share
in Ceratizit initially accounted for 50%.
The parties have agreed to keep the
extent of the acquired interest and any
financial details confidential, although it is reported to be the
largest transaction in Plansee’s history. It was added that
Plansee Group holds options to acquire the remaining stake in
Ceratizit in the coming years.
Since its inception, Ceratizit’s sales volume has tripled
and the company has evolved into a leading company within
the hard metal industry.
“We want to continue Ceratizit’s success story more
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quickly and more effectively, by being
the majority shareholder,” stated
Karlheinz Wex, spokesman of the
Plansee Group executive board. “Our
objective is to create a fully integrated
corporate group for the production
and processing of molybdenum and
tungsten materials.”
Wex sees potential for synergies
in the supply of tungsten raw
material, in the close cooperation on digitalisation projects
and in service functions. Relevant details will be worked out in
the coming months, although some essential elements in this
process have been outlined with further integration of Plansee
High Performance Materials (products made of molybdenum
and tungsten metals) and Ceratizit (tungsten carbide tools)
and the future safeguarding of the raw materials supply for
the long term.

Audi and EOS

expand range of metal
3D printing applications

A

udi and EOS development partnership has reached a
new milestone: Audi has moved entirely to additive
manufacturing for selected tool segments for hot
forming at its Metal 3D Printing Centre – conventional
production methods are no longer used in these cases. The
premium manufacturer leverages the EOS M 400 system for
3D printing.
AUDI AG, is relying entirely on industrial 3D printing at its
Metal 3D Printing Centre in Ingolstadt for the production of
selected tool segments. Additive manufacturing (AM) with EOS
technology is used for 12 segments of four tools for hot
forming. Plans call for significantly more segments to be
printed this way. Audi uses the tool segments produced using
the EOS M 400 system in its press shop to make body panels
for models including the Audi A4. The company plans to do

the same for future electric vehicles.
Shifting part of its tool segment production activities from
conventional manufacturing to AM is an important step,
highlighting both the quality and reliability of industrial 3D
printing and the design freedom advantages this production
method offers. This is the latest outcome of the longstanding
cooperative relationship between Audi and EOS in Ingolstadt.
EOS provided support in the form of technology and know-how
before and during the construction of Audi’s 3D printing
centre back in 2016. Since then, experts from both
companies have been making steady progress on the use of
AM, and Audi has established an ideal application in the area
of hot forming for series vehicles. Several hundred thousand
parts have already been produced using the 3D printed tools
and installed in selected models.

Rio Tinto and Amaero collaborate

on aluminium-scandium alloy for AM

R

io Tinto, headquartered in
London, UK, has signed an
agreement to provide aluminiumscandium alloy from its North
American operations to Amaero, a
producer of additively manufactured
parts and AM service provider based
in Notting Hill, Victoria, Australia.
Under the agreement, Rio Tinto
will deliver alloy billets made of
responsibly-produced, low-carbon
aluminium from its hydro-powered
Canadian smelters and high-purity
scandium oxide from its Rio Tinto Fer
et Titane (RTFT) metallurgical complex
in Sorel-Tracy, Quebec, Canada. The
billets will be processed by Amaero
into powder for additive manufacturing
(AM) and offered to the market for
high temperature applications.
The scandium oxide will be supplied from a new plant in
Sorel-Tracy, reportedly the first North American supply source.
The plant will use an innovative recovery process developed
by Rio Tinto scientists to extract high-purity scandium oxide
from the waste streams of titanium dioxide production,
without the need for any additional mining.
The companies will also collaborate in the development of
the supply chain and commercialisation of Amaero’s highperformance, high-operating temperature aluminium alloy,
Amaero HOT Al.
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Rio Tinto Aluminium Sales and
Marketing vice president, Tolga
Egrilmezer stated, “As a global leader
in aluminium, and the first producer of
high-quality scandium oxide in North
America, Rio Tinto is uniquely
positioned to provide a secure source
of aluminium-scandium alloy to the
market.”
“Aluminium-scandium alloy is the
material of choice where a lightweight,
high-strength material with thermal
resistance and good welding
properties is needed, such as for
defence and aerospace applications.
This first sale demonstrates our ability
to develop products that meet our
customers’ needs, drawing on our
technical expertise and world class
assets,” Egrilmezer added.
“We are very pleased to enter this agreement with Rio
Tinto to purchase the first commercial batch of aluminium
scandium alloy from a North American source,” commented
Barrie Finnin, Amaero CEO.
“This is an important step in the commercialisation of this
high-performance alloy that will be used in our breakthrough
3D metal printing technology. We look forward to working with
Rio Tinto to progress the production of the alloy so we can
commence the qualification process with key customers in
the aerospace sector and other industries.”

VW accelerates move away

G

from internal combustion engines

ermany’s Volkswagen has
Volkswagen is the latest
announced that it is
automaker to accelerate or
accelerating its move away
announce a shift away from
from the internal combustion
vehicles with traditional internal
engine, expecting fully-electric
combustion engines to allvehicles to make up more than
electric motors. Volvo earlier this
70% of its European sales by
week said it will only offer EVs by
2030, a marked difference to the
the end of the decade, while
previously-anticipated target of
General Motors has said it plans
35%. By the same year, VW is
to become a fully electric
hoping for electric to make up over
automaker by 2035. Stellantis,
half of its sales in the United
the product of the merger
States and China.
between Fiat Chrysler and PSA
The brand is reportedly still
Groupe, plans to have fully
The automaker expects over 70% of it’s Volkswagen brand’s
continuing the development of
electric or hybrid versions of all
sales to be EVs by 2030
engines currently in use and
of its vehicles in Europe by 2025.
preparing them to meet new
While such targets may seem
emissions standards, but will use money earned from vehicles
far off, it traditionally takes automakers five to seven years to
with combustion engines to further its electrification efforts.
develop and launch a new vehicle. EVs are expected to cut
Audi announced a similar strategy earlier in the month,
down on that time frame since they require fewer components
with plans to adapt its existing combustion engines to
than traditional gas-powered cars and have some of the same
emissions guidelines but cease development of new
parts that can be used to build either.
combustion engines. As for when the last one will be produced,
The announcements follow optimism by investors in EV
Audi’s CEO Markus Duesmann stated, “Our customers will
start-ups as well as a surge in Tesla’s stock last year that
probably decide when the last combustion engine comes off
made the California company the world’s most valued
the production line.”
automaker by market cap.
“We are stepping up the pace,” Ralf Brandstaetter, who
Government incentives and tightening CO2 emissions
leads the Volkswagen brand, said in a statement. “In the
targets are driving automakers to release EVs more than
coming years, we will change Volkswagen as never before.”
customers are demanding them. IHS Markit reports EVs
The company also owns Audi,
accounted for about 3.3% of
Lamborghini, Porsche and several
the 76.5 million vehicles sold
other luxury brands, but Friday’s
globally in 2020. The research
announcement applies to
firm expects sales of EVs to rise
VW-branded vehicles, which
to 12.2 million in 2025,
include the Passat and Jetta.
indicating annual growth of
Volkswagen said it plans to
nearly 52%.
spend about 16 billion euros for
The Volkswagen Group, of
investment in the future trends
which VW and Audi are key
such as e-mobility, hybridisation
members, previously planned
and digitalisation by 2025. The
to introduce its final
automaker also plans to make
combustion engine platform in
autonomous driving features
2026, ending its lifecycle by
The all-electric ID. BUZZ01 will be the first vehicle in the
Volkswagen Group to be driven autonomously
widely available by 2030.
2040.

Novelis debuts new aluminium

N

solution category for automaker

ovelis Inc. has unveiled its strongest automotive
aluminium product to date, Novelis AdvanzTM 7UHSs701. The technologically advanced, ultra-high-strength
material is now available commercially to the global
automotive industry.
The product offers lightweighting potential of up to 40%
over existing ultra-high strength, hot-formed steel solutions. It
is designed for safety-critical structural applications in
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passenger vehicles that require high in-service strengths such
as A and B pillar reinforcements and side impact door beams.
Commercial vehicles and electric vehicles will also benefit
from using this material, as it offers mass reduction to enable
increased payload and longer battery range, while still meeting
all crash, loading and overall design requirements.
“The s701 technology represents the future of highstrength material in automotive applications and offers a clear 

alternative to the most advanced highstrength steel products,” said
Philippe Meyer, Senior Vice
President and Chief Technology
Officer, Novelis Inc. “Aluminium
is already the material of
choice for lightweighting, and
now we are offering a solution
that helps automakers design
even safer, lighter and better
performing vehicles.”
Novelis will leverage its
knowledge and expertise in the
aerospace industry to manufacture
s701. To enable rapid adoption of this unique technology,
Novelis’ Customer Solution Centre (CSC) network has
expertise to engage with automotive engineers on how to best
incorporate this material on new development projects. The
CSC teams have invested considerable time and resources to
demonstrate the material’s capabilities, as well as the value it
delivers while addressing any potential implementation
questions from OEMs.
Advanz™ 7UHS-s701 allows down gauging in applications
already using aluminium and offers further lightweighting
possibilities. The material’s targeted use in age-hardened
tempers means it does not age, giving it an indefinite shelf
life and providing automakers significant supply chain
flexibility.
Critically important to automotive designers and

engineers, the alloy is compatible
with hot stamping processes. In
fact, Novelis is actively working
with hot stampers and
technology partners, such as
Telos Global, to further facilitate
rapid aluminium adoption. Telos
Global specialises in conception,
design, training and
manufacturing associated with
high-quality press hardened steel
and aluminium stampings,
tooling, and related thermal and
production equipment.
“We have been co-developing targeted hot formed
application solutions using Advanz™ 7UHS-s701 for some
time now, delivering greater economic value through
increased levels of mass reduction while meeting critical
safety requirements,” said Rick Teague, CEO, TELOS Global.
“Launching this product into the market will now give
automakers even more flexibility to engineer highly efficient,
multi-material structures.”
The Advanz™ 7UHS-s701 material allows scrap collected
from the manufacturing process to be fed into a closed loop
recycling system for reforming into the same products from
which it was derived. As a result, Novelis and its customers
maximise product value while minimising environmental
impact through reduced CO2 emissions and transportation
costs.

Volvo to be fully electric by 2030
and carbon neutral by 2040

T

he Volvo Group, headquartered in Gothenburg, Sweden,
reports that it is accelerating its electrification movement
and plans to be fully electric by 2030.
The car manufacturer reports that it was the first
established car maker to commit to all-out electrification back
in 2017 and that demand would decide when exactly the
group would leave the internal combustion engine behind
altogether. Volvo now sees demand for its electrified cars
increasing rapidly.
By 2030, Volvo intends to be a leader in the electrification
market and to have phased out cars with an internal
combustion engine from its line-up, including hybrids.
The transition towards becoming a fully electric car maker
is said to be a key part of the group’s ambitious climate plan
to consistently reduce the life cycle carbon footprint per car
through concrete actions. Volvo aims to be a climate neutral
company by 2040.
Volvo explains that its plan also builds on the automaker’s
conviction that fewer and fewer people want traditionally
powered cars. It expects to see legislation to boost electric
cars, in addition to expecting an accessible, high-quality
charging infrastructure. This should accelerate demand for
fully electric cars.
“To remain successful, we need profitable growth,” stated
Håkan Samuelsson, Chief Executive. “So instead of investing
in a shrinking business, we choose to invest in the future:
electric and online. We’re fully focused on becoming a leader
in the fast-growing premium electric segment.”
The group states that it is moving fast towards full

electrification with an increased focus on online sales and a
more complete, attractive and transparent consumer offer. All
fully electric models will reportedly be available online only.
In the coming years, Volvo plans to roll out several
additional electric models, with more to follow. By 2025, the
group aims for 50% of its global sales to be fully electric cars,
before reaching the 2030 all-electric date.
Henrik Green, Chief Technology Officer, commented,
“There is no long-term future for cars with an internal
combustion engine. We’re firmly committed to becoming an
electric-only car maker and the transition should happen by
2030. It’ll allow us to meet the expectations of our customers
and be a part of the solution when it comes to fighting climate
change.”
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product review

Grinding Techniques offers solutions
for your grinding operations in the
foundry

P

roducing quality products at the best possible price
remains a key deliverable for any foundry. Keeping input
cost under control on the one hand and balancing it
against the available market price is a critical business skill.
Grinding operations contribute heavily to the total cost of
an end product and as in most foundries, grinding wheel costs
can vary immensely per ton of castings poured. This figure
may differ from one foundry to another depending on the
metal or alloy, size of casting, number and size of gates and
risers, and on the type of equipment used—swing frame, floor
stand or portable. Part of the cost involves wheels that may
be used to notch or cut off gates and risers.
The grinding wheel can affect the total grinding cost as
well as production rates. One major contributing factor to high
grinding costs may be the use of lower quality or specification
grinding wheels. While this buying policy does offer the lowest
wheel cost, it will ultimately result in higher yearly purchasing
and labour costs. Furthermore, the lower cost wheel may also
reflect inconsistent quality, which could result in a variation of
grinding wheel performance from wheel to wheel and from
order to order directly impacting the
quality of the end product.
In order to extend longevity of the
wheel with the main objective of
lowering the wheel cost, often an
incorrect specification is used resulting
in a wheel that is actually too hard for
the application at hand. The loss in the
material removal rate and operator (in)
efficiency therefore offsets the costs of
the wheel savings, as many tests have
proved conclusively.
Using a too soft wheel, on the other hand, while
contributing to a happier operator, will most certainly increase
the total wheel consumption. Management may now ask how
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all these factors should be evaluated.
Some foundries measure grinding wheel efficiency in
terms of the amount of metal removed versus the amount of
grinding wheel used. Others may measure the grinding wheel
cost per kg of metal removed. Both these methods may result
in a two-dimensional view where a three-dimensional view
with contact grinding time added will in most instances
provide a better analysis.
In some instances, foundries do not realise how important
wheel selection can be, relying only on operator opinion for
the best wheel to use, without measuring wheel consumption
or metal removed. Although this may seem like a simple
solution, it is not likely to result in determining the efficient
grinding wheel, or the lowest grinding cost. Operators most
likely will tend to prefer a soft fast cutting wheel.
The above-mentioned approaches will most likely provide
a very high ratio of metal removed to wheel wear resulting in a
low production rate, or high productivity but with a relatively
high wheel consumption. The ultimate aim is to strike a happy
medium between rate of metal removed and wheel
consumption.
Labour and overhead costs in most cases contribute more
than the wheel cost in determining the total grinding cost
therefore it is crucial to include the missing third dimension of
time in these approaches to accurately calculate wheel
efficiency and grinding costs. Contact time rather than total
elapsed time is important as it is not subject to operator
effort. Accurate measurement of the contact grinding time per
casting or per test run is of utmost importance.
With the above in mind, it remains crucial to select the
correct grinding wheel or abrasive product for your application
in order to achieve the benefits stated. Grinding Techniques
have locally been manufacturing specialised abrasives since
1981. With our local Research and Development team, all
products are continually tested and evaluated to ensure that
optimum performance is achieved during application whilst
adhering to all the international safety
standards as set out by OSA and ISO.
Our foundry offer consists of the allreliable Superflex range of cutting and
grinding discs and the well-known Andor
range of Vitrified and Resin-bonded
mounted points, cups, cones and
grinding wheels for fettling and finishing
applications. A quality range of Coated
Abrasive products and Tungsten Carbide
Burrs complete the full one stop offering
of products to the Foundry Industry.
For more info contact Grinding Techniques on
TEL: 011 271 6400 or email info@grindtech.com or
visit www.grindtech.com.

I

Mobile metal analysers:
On-the-spot solutions for
incoming and outgoing inspection

s the metal or
metal alloy you’re
working with the
right one? Does it
have the chemical
composition that
your supplier
promised, your
process needs, your
customer demands,
or your product
requires? Metal
mistakes and
counterfeits are
impacting supply
chains worldwide.
Accepting the wrong
alloy at the shipping
dock or on the
factory floor can
mean anything from
a troublesome batch
rework to a
catastrophic loss of
business. So for metal producers, metal processors, metal
dealers, or service contractors worldwide, inspecting incoming
and outgoing metals and their alloys has become a critical
quality control (QC) task. However, outsourcing metal sample
testing to third-party laboratories introduces considerable
time and expense. Even sending samples to an in-house lab
can mean significant delays.
Fortunately, there’s a class of instruments that lets users
analyse their metal samples on the spot - easily, accurately,
and affordably.
Mobile metal analysers have been used for over 30 years
to conduct metal analysis onsite. The rapid development in
instrument technology has led to significant advances in the
application possibilities.
As a technology leader, Spectro has markedly shaped and
formed this development from the start. As a global leader in
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this area, Spectro
offers a complete
range of metal
analyser products –
from handheld XRF to
arc spark OES
spectrometers – for
the many different
tasks in onsite metal
analysis.
The current range
of applications for
mobile metal analysers
far exceeds the
original, yet still
critical, steel mill
sorting requirements.
Demanding metal
analysis tasks such as
the laboratory-like
analysis of complex
alloys or the detection
of nitrogen in duplex
steels highlight the
modern capabilities of on-site metal analysis.
The complete family of products Spectro offers for onsite
metal analysis allows the optimum instrument selection for
the individual testing requirements. The right instrument
delivers the optimum results. All of Spectro’s onsite metal
analysers share important traits like a robust and rugged
design, best-of-class analytical performance and intuitive
operation.
Spectro have published a white paper on the subject and
can be downloaded at https://www.spectro.com/
landingpages/mma-wp-mobile-metal-analyzers-on-the-spotsolutions-for-incoming-and-outgoing-inspection. This paper
highlights some key capabilities of today’s mobile metal
analysers (MMAs).
For further details contact Spectro Analytical South Africa
on TEL: 011 979 4241 or visit www.spectro.com

Reducing production costs in

large castings through the use of
innovative filtration systems

T

he use of filters offers great potential for
reducing costs in the production of large
iron and steel castings. It also provides
further interesting advantages in the
production chain.
The use of filter products is critical to the
success of foundries around the world. The
removal of impurities and the reduction of
turbulences by filters are nowadays essential
components of every foundry operation.
Depending on the filter technology used, not
only is the metal purity improved, but
production costs can also be
drastically reduced by minimising
improvement work and reducing
scrap. Particularly fully sintered
foam ceramic filters, manufactured
from partially stabilised zirconia
(PSZ), are the first choice when
used in steel and iron foundries.
ASK Chemicals manufactures filters
made of high-purity zirconia (PSZM)
alongside the standard zirconium
oxide filters (PSZT) as one of the
few suppliers worldwide.

Udicell foam ceramic filter

enhancing the design of tubular and cylindrical
foam ceramic filters in such a way that these
filters can be used in both steel and iron castings
for large and ultra-large castings. Well thought
out structures and geometries, combined with a
housing system designed for simple and safe
handling, enable faster and more effective
installation. Using the pouring system(s) that are
often already present, there are numerous
possible combinations that offer a solution for
almost all applications.

Cost savings when using filtration
systems in large castings
Reduce process costs with
large casting filters. The efficient
system reveals its strengths when
considering the process costs:
Through the filter performance,
robustness of the material and
self-supporting geometry of the
filter, the advantage of the
solution is particularly evident in
the very cost-intensive finishing
and machining of castings.
Foundries can achieve
The graph illustrates an example of the possible cost savings considerable savings in energy
High cost savings through the use
when using the ExactfilL filtration system. These values will consumption, tool wear and
of filters
of course vary depending on the particular use and
Thanks to their chemical,
working hours. Use in practice
corresponding application, because the starting
thermal and mechanical
shows that a total reduction in
conditions are different for each user
robustness, Udicell filters are very
process costs of up to 57% is
durable and therefore highly
possible and not uncommon.
recommended in the
In some cases, it is possible
manufacture of steel and iron
to reduce the total finishing
castings in large castings,
effort to a minimum. Users
especially in the manufacture
have reported impressive
of castings in the high singleadvantages here. Another
digit to double-digit tonnage
positive factor, which is
ranges. The requirements
sometimes only visible at
placed on the manufacturing
second glance when using the
processes in large casting
innovative filtration system,
require clever solutions to
should not be left unmentioned:
An example of a large casting used
An example of where large
enjoy the advantages and
The significantly faster overall
in the wind power
castings are used in the
the cost saving effect of
throughput of the parts from
industry
wind power industry
filtration with foam ceramic
the customer order to delivery!
filters. Because, on the one hand, this
In addition to all the other advantages
segment is about the efficient use of
already mentioned, this real time-saving
filter material with high casting
effect is usually difficult to assess in
tonnages, and on the other hand, the
monetary terms, but it is still present
aspect of process reliability. Avoiding
and a further valuable addition to the
filter breakage is an extremely relevant
advantages of the Exactfill filter system.
aspect, especially in large castings with
So rein in the costs by using innovative
small quantities but with very high
filtration systems from ASK Chemicals.
tonnages/piece.
Their engineers will be happy to advise
you on site or by phone and help you
Special filter shapes for large castings
make your production process more
ASK Chemicals has succeeded in
cost-effective.
Exactfill housing system with a tubular filter
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